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When it was suggested that interact with Wyoming Friends about the
concept of membership, a number of ideas started popping up in my head,
can share these just as they popped because I jotted them down on a pad of
paper, Here they are,

What is the nature of a Friend? George Fox urged Friends to let their
lives speak Howard Brinton said that, since there was no creed one had to
accept, a person was ready to be a Friend when she or he lived in the manner
of Friends, But when our lives speak, what do they say? Arid what is the
manner of a life when it is lived in the manmner of Friends? And what
significance is there to giving a name to those who live in certain waJs and
whose lives say whatever they say? And what’s different about all these
that suggests a utility for a particular label or name? When use the label,
‘Martin)” this gives me an identity. This distinguishes me from other neople
who are not Martin. But there are many other Martins. When I add “Cobin” to
this there is a further distinction or identification, The second part of my
name also indicates a relationship to other Cobins; it identifies me as part
of a group. We rave such progressively larqer groups as family,
organization, society, humanity. This has a number or interesting aspects
The narrower our identity focus, the weaker is our sense of——and the rciity
or——our identity with the total community. Although we may wish to
identify ourselves in terms of the total community, it is easier to nave a
narrower focus, to identify with or ‘belong” to a smaller seqment There
appears to be arm instinctive desire to belong. Where does this fit into the
picture? Belonging seems to involve a mutually recognized relationship of
acr’dne, concern and responsibility.

Historically, Friends began with no sense of membership and with no
clarity even as to what label to use to describe themselves, Their desire
for membership has been described as a response to the need to care for one
anotrer The families of imprisoned Friends needed to be cared for and it
was helpful, therefore, to be able to identify who these people were. Dut
why? Did riot the families of imprisoned people who were not Friends also
need care? Well, what of our own feelings and practices? Do we not feel a
greater concern and are we riot prepared to make greater sacrifices for
members of our own family than for others?

Why do weseek a label to identity those who are members of a r:up
The need for an identifying label is inversely related to the extent to which
our lives do the speaking and to the uniqueness riot only of what our lives
speak but also of the manner of our living, When you see the horse and bunqy



nurtured by acceptance and by freedom from excessive in4rnal tensions
(which may be but Is not always a matter of self—acceptance). When under
control, a certain amount of internal tension can be stimulating,
challenging, and desirable. The ability to maintain control seems more
common among people who are self—accepting and who, at peace with
themselves, exhibit strength and calmness both in their daily living and in
unusual circumstances of external stress. Self—acceptance (including the
ability to accept our limitations) is not easily come by, however. For some
of us it may be a consequence of an internal force or energy that we can’t
readily Isolate or clearly define and that, as Friends, we might refer to as
the Inner Light. For others of us, this force or energy is not sufficiently
developed or is impeded by too many obstacles and we turn outside
ourselves for validation of our worthiness. We find this validation in the
fact that others accept us, which we believe they do when they share with
us membership and a sense of belonging In a common grouping. Acceptance
by others helps us accept ourselves.

Membership can be both nominal and actual. It can be both but it is
useful to recognize the difference so as to realize when we have only one
and, in such a case, which one. Nominal membership means the use of a
label——assumed or conferred——and the possible performance of certain
ritualistic actions such as paying dues or participating In an initiation or a
recurrent ceremony. Actual membership means the reality of acceptance
and the sharing of experiences. To achieve nominal membership only, may
create an illusion of acceptance useful in what it implies to those who fail
to realize Its illusory nature——possibly Including oneself——but the deception
cannot be relied upon as having any longevity. Actual membership will
validate, and often will nurture, self—acceptance independent of the
existence or non—existence of nominal membership.

How is membership achieved and on what basis is it confend? For
nominal membership this will vary greatly from one grouping of people to
another. The acceptance and shared experience of actual membership may
be only partial and, therefore, not necessarily attractive and reinforcing
with regard to self—acceptance. A person can, In actuality, belong within
and be accepted by a grouping of people and share expenences with others
within that grouping but discriminations may be made that establish
inequalities and lead to very diverse experiences for different participants
in the experiences that are shared. In a situation of this kind, groups exist
within a group. Consider members of a society who share work experiences
In which some use whips and some are enslaved. Consider a family in which
some are directive and others are abused. In such cases the acceptance is
only partial and very diverse experiences occur within a context that is
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of Wyoming Friends Meeting——although there is nothing to prevent this from
happening if those involved so desire at any time in the future. The Worship
Group in Wyoming, rather, is precisely what its name indicates-—a gathering
for worship in the manner of Friends——in this case unprogrammed Friends.
Participation In a Wyoming Worship Group is open, therefore, to anyone who
wishes to join in the worship. Since worship is the core experience of the
Religious Society of Friends, such Worship Groups seem to me to be
tremendously valuable forms of outreach and service to many people not yet
familiar with the Society or not clear in their understanding of, or sense of
ease with, various aspects of Friends testimonies, historical background,
organizational procedures, or social practices. They are also of value and
service to Friends who hold membership elsewhere, who have no desire to
become involved in the activities of a formal Meeting in Wyoming, yet who
wish to maintain the spiritual enrichment of regular attendance in worship
sessions.

Clarity regarding this relationship between the Meeting and the
Worship Group is necessary to facilitate the search for unity in conducting
the business of the Wyoming Meeting. In the more common Monthly Meeting
structure, it is extremely rare to have the monthly meeting for business
attended by all members of the Meeting. The search for unity, therefore,
requires loving concern for those not in attendance and sensitivity to how
they may feel about matters being discussed. Decisions are made when
those In attendance feel at ease about how those not in attendance would
relate to the decision. When there is no such feeling of ease, decisions are
delayed. In a subsequent business session, after information has been
distributed and there has been opportunity for others to either attend the
next session or to express their feelings through written communication or
by speaking with one or more who will attend the next session, a “sense of
the meeting” will normally emerge. We should note that a “sense of the
meeting” may be to take one or another course of action or to take no action
at all. The realization that unity cannot be reached on any proposed course
of action and that, therefore, no action should be taken is, In itself, a
decision.

In the effort to be sensitive to those not present at a given session
and in seeking to involve those not present when there is a felt need for
such broader involvement, all Wyoming Friends and attenders should be clear
that the decisions of Wyoming Friends Meeting are decisions of the Fnends
and attenders of the Wyoming Friends Meeting; they are not decisions made
on behalf of all who participate in the Worship Groups throughout Wyoming.
In the sessions of Wyoming Friends Meeting, then, the concern for what
decisions properly reflect the “sense of the meeting” should be influenced by
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Friends Meetings (specifically unprogrammed Meetings) a number of these
characteristics. My own observation and participation in several of your
gatherings provides me with a positive answer to this question. You
worship in a silence that seeks to center down and sensitize you to the
leadings of the Spirit. Your ministry during worship seems a spontaneous
response to what comes to you In the shared silence rather than what you
bring through deliberate preparation. You give evidence of a belief that God,
however defined, exists in all people and that revelation is a continuous
process. Your awareness of Goifs presence leads you to a desire to live at
peace with one another and with the environment. You conduct business in
the manner of Friends, seeking to move ahead in unity——with consensus if
possible or, when that Is lacking, only if those who see somewhat
differently are comfortable about standing aside and allowing the group to
move. You wish to celebrate marriage or death in the manner of Friends, as
community observances undertaken in the Light. Your social concerns and

,—eetivism-exist as consequences of your spiritual values, stimulated and
( shaped by those values. You attach Importance to integrity, simplicity,
\gentleness. You may think of other elements common to the way of Friends

and you may,’lndividually, not feel that your personoJ life bcr ttnessio_.......
every element I have listed; but as individuals and as a group you can ask
yourselves whether you share enough of these elements to feel at ease about
assuming the name of Friends.

Certainly, as a Friend, I feel fully comfortable among you and in
sharing a common identity with you, although I am cleariy not a member of
the Wyoming Friends Meeting. I would seek to transfer my membership to
your Meeting if I were to move to Wyoming, however, and the reason is that
such an action would facilitate, for me, the way of life I’d like to live as a
Friend. That, in the last analysis as I see it, is the basic reason for
membership.

Martin Cobin
5-12-1991
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1720 Linden Avenue
boulder, Colorado 80304, U.S.A.
June21, 1991

Ursula Franklin
41 Lonsdale Road
Toronto, Ontario M4V 1 W4 Canada

Dear Ursula Franklin,

On behalf of Intermountain Yearly Meeting of Friends, I’d like to
inquire as to your availability to be our main speaker at the 1992 Yearly
Meeting which we expect to take place during the period of June 10—14 in
Durango, Colorado. We can provide for all of your expenses, including
transportation, lodging, and meals but we are not in a position to offer any
sort of payment or honorarium. IMYM includes unprogrammed Friends
primarily in Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, and Utah plus some in Texas,
Wyoming, and neighboring areas.

If this interests you, if you would be free, and if the other demands on
your time, talent, and energy would enable you to respond affirmatively, we
can probe further into the details of your subject and the necessary
arrangements. If you cannot be available, it will be necessary for me to
move ahead expeditiously to contact the next person on our wish list. I am
trying to speak with you by telephone and shall continue to do so but I
thought this two—channel communicative effort might be advantageous. I
hope I can get in touch with you fairly soon and, naturally, I hope your
response can be an affirmative one.

Thank you for giving this invitation your consideration. I appreciate
that and, whatever your response, I wish you well.

In Friendly fellowship,

Martin Cobin
Clerk



To: Clerb of IMYM Meetings and Worship Groups1 I MYM Officers
From: Martin Cobin, Clerk of IMYM (1720 LInden Ave. Boulder, CO 80304. Tel.

303/442-5047)
Subject: Request for feedback on relations between Vearl g Meeting and the Monthl g

Meetings and Worship Groups in the conduct of business.
Dote: Julijl,1991

The first paragraph of the “GUIDE for the OPERATIONS of
INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING” states, “The purpose of Intermountain
Yearly Meeting (IMYM) is to foster spiritual renewal, fellowship, and
community. IMYM is responsible for overseeing the life and witness of the
Religious Society of Friends within its constituent Monthly Meetings and
Worship Groups.” The second paragraph continues, before describing its
organizational affiliations, with, “The annual gathering of IMYM is a
spiritually enriching occasion as Friends seek guidance from the Light
Within and share their diverse insights and concerns for service. Yearly
Meeting attenders consider wags in which witness, spiritual guidance, and
friendship have been expressed over the past year and how these
expressions may be extended in greater measure to those who may be
seekers.”

Gathering recently to consider our responsibilities and abilities in
the interpretation and implementation of these statements, some of your
new officers felt a need for clarification, guidance, and assistance. I was
asked to prepare a statement for September consideration by the Executive
Committee. In undertaking this, I wonder if, in the next few weeks, I
could have the benefit of gour initial, personal responses to a
number of ideas. (This is gpj.a call for committee or Meeting
deliberation.)

With regard to interpretation, the only term in the preceding GUIDE
quotations that lacks precision is “overseeing.” Since Friends are not
authoritarian, I take this to mean responsibility for stimulating and
coordinating rather than directing. With regard to implementation, the
great challenge the GUIDE presents is how to balance the major focus on
spiritual renewal, fellowship, and community, with the task of conducting
necessary business. I am led to find answers to the questions of both 1)
interpretation and 2) implementation by seeking a clear consensus on the
relation between the Yearly Meeting and the organizational structures the
spirit has led us to create in the communities of our Meetings and Worship
Groups. Clarity and agreement as to the relationship can provide clarity and
agreement as to both the substance and the process of Yearly Meeting
business.
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if our organi zati on& relationship is not authori tan an if the function
oi the Year] y Meeti riq is one of sti rnul ati on and coordination, then the Yearl i
Meeting should not be expected nor asked to rnak.e dec:isions on behalf of all
Year] i rleeti nq Fri ends other than decisions reqardi nq coordi nati ‘:n or
stimulation. Vearili Meeting could determine how best to carr’ out decisions
airead’..i agreed upon by Friends in the constituent Meetinqs. Vearlii Meeting
c:oul ii recommend that some posi ti on or course of action be al Yen careful
1:Oflsiileratiflfl by the Meetings or Worship roups. It also seems appropriate
for the Friends assembled in a given annual gathering to mak:e a statement if
the’j are led to a definite sense of unitu concerning that statement; but such
a statement cannot be made on behalf of IMYM Friends, it can only be made.
on behalf of the Friends gathered at the session in which the statement was
formu]ate.d and approved. At the same time, there must be clariti that the:
Meeting of Worship for business cannot exist unless the business is
injlprt n——h t hn:p ;c:c:mh1 fld——wi thin fr;rriwnr1’ nf ] n nt with i

cotrn1tmer,t to seekinq quid; ice iherd circinntarices do not allo either
of these necessary conditions, we must clearly recognize our inability to
proceed.

Recognizing both the basic role 01 the constituent M.eetings in
decision rnak.inq and the spiritual commitment of the Yearly Meeting
business sessions should have at least two beneficial effects. First, we
would si rnpl I fi the business sessi on aqerida by eli ml nati nq concerns that are
essentially out of order because they are neither: a) seeking means to
coordinate or carry out decisions already agreed upon bi the constituent
Meetinqs; or b) formulating recommendations to Friends in the Meetinqs and
Worship Groups that some matter or course of action be given serious
consideration. Second. we woul ‘1 protect the auality of our Meeti rig for
Worship for Eusiriess b! rec:ognizing the possibiliti that a concern which is
definitely appropriate to be considered rrioij nonetheless come to us at a
time when, for some reason, we are not able to deal with it in the context of
love and with a commitment to seeking guidance. Further consideration of
suc:h a concern would be postponed urti 1 it had been i1 yen sufficient
seasoni nq.

Undoubtedly, there are procedural means not considered here b’ whic.h
we can seek to shorten our business agendas. Implementation of such means
merits attention and can contribute to a healthy balance in the time devoted
to business and other matters. The present concern, however, is our overall
orientation toward the conduct of business. As new officers undertaking
the business of the Vearl w Meeting, we need help in achi cvi ng cl aM t! and in
mnai ntai ni nq focus while schedul i nq and conducting tleeti ngs of Worship for
Eiusi ness.



July i, iggi

Dear Friends,
As the new clerk of IMYM I solicit your much needed assistance. I

don’t understand why (perhaps it’s because we’re human) but communication
seems to be a problem among Friends; it also becomes increasingly
expensive. I’m using one mailing to send two missives, sharing a number of
concerns. Please read both sheets, both sides, and respond to each item.

1. I address these to the people I believe to be clerks or convenors of
Meetings or Worship Groups associated with IMYM. Mg obilitg to keep in
touch depends on gour informing me of ong necessarg corrections.
If you are not the right person, please get this to the right person.
Additionally, I ask you (or the right person), to notify me If and when there
are any future changes of name, address, or telephone number.

2. It would be extremely useful to me to have, if there is such, an
updated directory of your members and officers.

3. if you hove a newsletter of any sort, I’d appreciate being placed on
the mailing list during the two year period of my service.

4. My wife, June, and I would like to remind all IMYM Friends, through
you, of our involvement with the Casa de los Amigos’ Refugee Program of the
Mexico City Meeting. An excellent report on this program was presented at
our last gathering in Durango by Carrie and Tobin Marsh. current directors of
the Casa de los Amigos. Since its inception, paid professional social worker
staff of this program has been given financial assistance by IMYM Friends.
Those Meetings and Worship Groups that have been moved to do so have sent
contributions by check made out to IMYM with a designation on the check
such as “Casa de los Amigos or “Casa Social Worker.” Some contributions
are made quarterly, some annually, some irregulariy and the amounts
contributed range between $150 and $200 a year You may send your check
either directly to the IMYM Treasurer (Jim Hoffman at g300 W. Tennessee
Ave., Lakewood, CO 80226) or to June Cobin (see address below) who will
record your transaction and transfer your check to the treasurer

5. As some IMYM Friends may remember from our past travels (when
June and I first shared our concern about the Casa Refugee Program and,
later, when I was Western Field Secretary for FCNL), we enjoy visiting with
Friends. At this stage of our lives, however, our desire for extensive travel
and lengthy meetings is less than it used to be. Nonetheless, I cannot resist



1720 Linden Avenue
Boulder, Colorado 80304
July 16, 1991

Cynthia Taylor
1208 Candelarla Road, NW F—I
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87107

Deer Cynthia,

I’m curious as to your assessment of the most recent IMYM/AFSC
project. The current pattern of my life makes it easy for me to lose touch
with many things unless I undertake to ask direct questions. That’s probably
not good for a Yearly Meeting Clerk but I’m fascinated by a variety of
projects and activities so I consider myself fortunate.

As goute probably well aware, I have a keen interest in AFSC/Frlends
relations. I feel a great sense of gratitude to you for your efforts with the
Caravan. Time and patience are required but the progress seems to be real.
When there is an opportunity to bring me up to date, please drop me a line.
There are appropriate times for making assessments and there are also
periods when there may be time and energy for you to be able to comment;
please feel no urgency and no pressure. I am sufficiently busy to wait——or,
to put it more accurately, to have time pass without any sense of waiting.

Since I am writing to you, allow me to share a small concern. I feel
moved to draw your attention to an odd feeling I had in response to your
vocal ministry at our last worship session in Durango. I felt a bit
uncomfortable when you asked us all to join with you In the Navaho prayer. I
did join In, leaving myself open to responding to your leading and expecting
that the experience of doing It would drive away the discomfort; but it did
not. Subsequently, another Friend shared with me a somewhat similar sense
of discomfort. After letting it all season for a while, I find that I’m still
led to share this reaction with you so I am doing so. I don’t know that I have
any comment to make. The question on my mind is one concerning why I felt
and still feel uncomfortable and why I was not the only Friend to react this
way. I don’t think the question needs to be answered but perhaps it merits
stimulating your own reflection on the matter. I am conditioned to hearing
vocal ministry that leaves me unresponsive (which this did not) or that does
not affect me as being spiritually based (as this did seem to be). So why my
discomfort? Was It because I was urged to participate without sufficient
insight or spontaneous motivation? I keep thinking about the times someone



1720 Linden Avenue
Boulder, Colorado 80304, U.S.A.
August 8, 1991

Ursula Franklin
41 Lonsdale Road
Toronto, Ontario M4V I W4 Canada

Dear Ursula Franklin,

After seeking the Interaction of an Initial telephone call, I ended up
writing a letter to you on June 21st inquinng as to your ability to serve as
our main speaker for the 1992 gathering of Intermountain Yearly Meeting.
You were gracious enough to respond, affirmatively, by telephone. You
suggested the desirability of involving Fred Franklin. I was left, perhaps
erroneously, with the Impression that you planned on writing a letter to me
that would probe some of the possibilities regarding what you might do or
how Fred could be included..

Now that I have finally procured and read a copy of The Real World of
Technology. I am eager to make contact with you once again. After there has
been time for this letter to reach you and for you to reflect a bit (if your
schedule allows all this to happen) I will try to reach you by telephone again
so that we can talk. Please let me try to call you. There are two reasons
for this. First, I am the one asking the favor. Second, I have an answering
machine that will take a message and run up a charge in case nobody is
home.

There will be an executive committee of IMYM in September. I’d like
to be able to attend that meeting with some clear idea about your (and
Fred’s?) participation and the possibility of our determining a theme for the
annual gathering for which your presentation might serve as a stimulator.
This is where we need to Interact. As a springboard, an Idea that occurs to
me——which you can freely ignore——is a consideration of how we, as
contemporary Quakers, interact with the context in which we find ourselves.
I anticipate that many, and better, Ideas will occur to you. This is the area
in which I feel a need for interaction between us. I also need guidance with
respect to utilizing Fred’s talents. On the one hand, I feel the limitations of
a budget that anticipates the expenses of a single speaker On the other
hand, I know nothing of Fred’s background or potential manner of tielng In
with your presentation. We do have a series of programs and program
leaders that focus on a number of variously related subjects; could Fred



1720 LInden Avenue
Boulder, Colorado 80304
August 15, 1991

Margot Glendenning
P.O. Box 817
Casper, Wyoming 82602

Dear Margot 6lendenning,

I waited until the last moment but finally had to accept the fact that
it was best for me not to try to include the Ring Lake Ranch retreat in my
schedule. I called you up today to notify you of this, not that you needed a
notification but because I wanted to express my appreciation for the
invitation and my regret. My first call was made prior to your arrival at the
office and my second call was made while you were on another line. I
decided to settle for Just leaving a message since I had to go elsewhere on
other business.

I truly hope that Wyoming Friends have a rich experience at Ring Lake.
I will make a time on the weekend to hold you all in my thoughts.

In Friendly fellowship,

Martin Cobin



August 15, 1991

Deer Donn end Chelsea,

I hed to finally end reluctantly confront reality end realize that my
schedule did not allow me to attend the Ring Lake gathering. As rye just
notified Margot Glendenning, I appreciate the invitation end I regret not
being able to join with you in the flesh. I’ll think of you during the final
weekend of this month.

Hopefully, Chelsea is in good health by now. Yes, missing IMYM is not
the worst consequence of e health problem. I missed the 1990 IMYM beceuse
of my operation and it didn’t hurt me a bit; perhaps more damage was done
by my attending the 1991 session and becoming the next Clerk.

May your sessions of WFM be frutiful. Please pass along my best
wishes to any who remember me. If I can help with anything, don’t hesitate
to call on me. I appreciate getting the newsletter.

In Friendly fellowship,

Martin Cobin



1720 Linden Avenue
Boulder, Colorado 80304
August 15, 1991

Kay Whitlock, Regional Executive Secretary
North Central Region, AFSC
4211 Grand Avenue, Des Moines, Iowa 40312

Dear Kay.

I was a bit confused by a mailing last month that included two Items.
The first was the memorandum on Lesbian/Gay Consultation addressed to
Program Staff, Interim Committee, and Area Committee Clerks. I assumed
this was mailed to me because I had not yet been removed from the Denver
Area Committee list. I did not respond but left it for later perusal because
of my personal Interest. Perusal now makes me aware of the second item
dealing with the planning process Initiated by the national board. The same
distribution is shown for this Item but, in my present capacity as Clerk of
Intermountain Yearly Meeting of Friends, I am wondering whether you’re
aware of any relevant reaching out to Friends from the national office or
through your office; nothing has come to my attention.

If, in your communication activity, you could determine the answer to
this and pass along to me the Information, I’d greatly appreciate It. My
assumption Is that this Is purely an 1n—housV effort, which Is certainly
appropriate; I feel moved to test the correctness of my assumption.

May all go well with you and your work. Thank you for doing it.

Warn regards,

Martin Cobin
Clerk, IMYM



1720 Linden Avenue
Boulder, Colorado 80304
August 16, 1991

Allen W. Stokes
1722 Saddle Hill Drive
Logan, Utah 84321

Dear Allen,

Thank you for the notification regarding the Lesbian and Gay Concerns
Retreat, addressed to me as Clerk of IMYM. I will be out of the country at
the time and I assumed an announcement was sent directly to Clerk of
Boulder Meeting. Catching up on my correspondence by carefully checking all
of my earlier quick assumptions, I realize I should probably make sure this
did get to our Clerk. I am, therefore, passing along my copy to him (Richard
Butler at 7983 Grasmere Drive, Boulder, CO 80301, Tel. 303/530-2156).

Thanks for what you are doing. I hope all goes well at Erimias.

Sincerely,

Martin Cobin

c: Richard Butler



1720 Linden Avenue
boulder, Colorado 80304
August 16, 1991

Ted Church
4ArcoNW
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87120

Dear Ted,

Thank you for keeping me Informed of the FWCC 1994 Triennial
Planning. I appreciate that.

I see no particular purpose in my attending. I wish you all well.

Sincerely,

Martin Cobin



720 Linden Avenue
oul der, LU] oradn 00304
August 25., 1 9 1

Ursula Franklin
41 Lonsdale Road
TflFit 0 Uni afl o I 1 14 L an d

flH LIt :;ul d Ft dtt:.l in.

In mu c:apacl ti as C] ark of MY[1 and Convenor of the Comnrni ttee to
Select a 6uest Resource Speaker, I am formal l’ invitinq qou to be our quest
Resource Speaker for I 92. We’d like gou to be in attendance to facilitate
interaction with us for as much of the time as is feasible, hopefullu to
arrive in c:!uranqo bq Wenesdag evening, June 1 0th and remain throuqh our
final worship on Sundag, June 14th; this is the ideal, it is not a necessit!
Unfortunate] ii, we cannot offer ijou an horiorari urn but I can commit the
Year] Meeti nq to tak:e care of !our travel between Toronto and Duranqo and
of lodging and meals while enroute and in attendance. i will recommend
sirni lar financial support for the participation of qour— husband, Fred
Franklin. I am confidant that such support for Fred, other than
transportation, will be provided and I will rnak:e a personal commitment to
that effect. The possibilitq of our also covering Fred’s travel is real but I
will not make a commitment to that at this point of time; as soon as this is
determined I wi 11 so i nforrn gou. Mg understanding is that gou are willing to
corrimni t goursel yes to participation on the basis of mu present comrni tment.

will present to the l3uest Speak:er Committee and then forward that
L:omrmttee’s decisions to the Executive and Continuing Committees the
following suggestions:

1 The VII theme for 1 9Q2 be stated as, “8e F’resent Where You Are.” The
objective would be to sti mnui ate reflection on how we witness to Fri ends’
testimonies wherever we meg be and whatever our ci rcumstani::es.

2. Wi 11 make a presentation on a topic such as, Quaker witness in a
technol oqi ccl sIjc:i etu.” This woul ii explore how modern technol oqi as have
chenQed the context within which we must uphold our peace witness, our
consci eritious objection to war and violence, our belief in equal i ti.
simpiicitq, and stewardship. I understand that qou desire to focus on whet
we must dc now with an emphasis on e::<ternal context. spit—i tual 1 mpact.
practical structures, and the acceptabiiitg of means (rather than attending
too exclusivelij to goals). This presentation would be made on Thursdau,
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1720 LInden Avenue
Doulder, Colorado 80304
August 28, 1991

Dear Friends,

Marshall Massey shared with me his concerns and the letter he
drafted on August 20th for your consideration. It seems clear to me that
there is a lack of common understanding on this matter and that It Is
appropriate for Marshall to follow his leadings In striving for greater
clarity. I urge you to give this your attention and proceed further as wag
opens.

I have not yet seen the 1991 IMYM Minutes but my recollection is that
we agreed that any IMYM Friend led to attend sessions of FCUN in response
to the FCUN request that a member of IMYM participate should be encouraged
to do so. Nobody has yet informed me of a desire to participate In this way;
when someone does so I will provide a letter from the Clerk” Indicating our
support of this Friend’s attendance. As of now, our “support” does not have a
financial component.

My perception of the present situation regarding IMYM and FCUN Is
that we are In a process of ongoing deliberation and growth In
understanding. What form this should take or what Its short—term or long—
range consequences will be is not clear to me. At present and until
requested otherwise by Monthly Meetings Informing me directly or through
the Continuing Committee, I do not see this as a concern for action at a
Yeariy Meeting business session. A concern could be brought to a business
session to have the gathered Friends reinforce their sense of the need for
ongoing deliberation based on the clarification provided by Marshall Massey
but deliberation has been requested in the past and I see Marshall’s current
letter providing clarification as part of the ongoing process.

I trust we will continue our efforts at a fuller understanding of each
others concerns and to support these concerns as way opens both within and
apart from Veariy Meeting.

In Friendly fellowship,

Martin Cobin, Clerk



August 28, 1 gg 1

Dear Marshall,

This will acknowledge receipt of your Interest group teaser, the

copy of your notes on the Mountain View Meeting discussion, and the draft of

your letter concerning FCUN with your cover letter. I will forward the

teaser to the Interest Group Convenor (Dorothy Aldrich) and discuss It

with her. I also wonder whether you might wish to suggest an interest

group on either FCUN as an organization or on the general subject FCUN is

addresssing. Your notes are very helpful to me and I want to express my

appreciation. I have taken a few days to reflect on the other material.

The enclosed letter expresses my sense of how to proceed. I leave to

you the decision as to whether or not to include a copy of my letter with

your letter; do what you consider most helpful.

Despite my earlier recommendation to you, I think the time

constraints you indicate make it unfeasible to benefit from Executive

Committee deliberations. The agenda of the Executive Committee would

leave insufficient time for proper consideration of the matter but, more

Importantly, how could we get anything to you in time to allow meaningful

use of it by you before your extended period away? We meet on a Saturday

and only for an evening session. You leave on the following Thursday.

If you wish, this could be brought up at the Continuing Committee

meeting in February. Members of the Committee should be aware of

whatever was stirred up in their Meetings by your letter (with or without

my accompanying letter). Discussion in the Continuing Committee will be

more fruitful, however, if it is a response to communications on the subject

from Friends other than you and me and, particularly, to communications

from a number of Meetings.

I don’t know that I have any constructive suggestions with regard to

your letter itself. Our personal styles are different and you wish to express

your perceptions, not mine. Clearly, you look upon the letter as pretty well

in final form since you’ve given me instructions as to how it can fit on three

sheets of paper, how I can be reimbursed for mailing it, and how you need

suggestions for modification by 1:00 P.M. of the day before your departure.

Personally, I have a greater concern for the here, now, and tomorrow than

for the details of what went wrong in the past. Also, the distinctions in

terminology strike me as legalistic distractions from the major concern for

a need to reinforce each other and to extend our involvement with people

(



--

To: IMYM Executive Committee
From: Martin Cobin, Clerk (1720 Linden Ave. Boulder, CO 60304. Tel.

303/442-5047)
Subject: Matters relevant to the September meeting.
Dote: August 26, 1991

1. Concerns and orocedures

Randy Henick—Stare has done a splendid job of organizing and setting
up our meeting, as evidenced by his July 26th memorandum to all of us. We
have been in good communication with one another and I am happy that he
has taken the initiative in this; I will expect him to continue to do so. It
occurs to me that I should insert myself into this arrangements process at
some point, however, to avoid any confusion as to my responsibilities with
regard to the Executive Committee. Technically, the GUIDE calls upon me to
convene the Executive Committee. Randy and I have talked about this and I
am perfectly at ease about how we’re proceeding but I want you to know
that I expect to preside over our deliberations. I think there is a need for
me to establish some sense, as presiding clerk of Yearly Meeting, as to my
manner of presiding; this will help some of you to know me better and it
will facilitate my getting the benefit of any suggestions you’d like to make
prior to having me preside over the Yearly Meeting sessions. Randy, of
course, will preside over the Continuing Committee of which he is Clerk. I
choose this as the point to insert myself on this matter because I have to
communicate with you now about something else.

2. Relations between Yearly Meeting and the Monthly Meetings and Worship
Grouos in the conduct of business

After discussion among some of the officers of IMYM, I was
encouraged to formulate a statement regarding the subject of the above
heading for your consideration. I solicited and obtained some feedback to
help me. The result is presented below. At our September meeting I hope
you can approve this statement, either as is or as modified by us in our
consideration of it, and then send it on to the Meetings and Worship Groups.
I suggest two possible ways of sending it on: either 1) as a statement from
the Executive Committee (which I would prefer) or 2) as a statement from
me recommended by the Executive Committee for consideration. In either
case, I believe we should ask for Monthly Meeting and Worship Group
responses sent to Martin Cobin prior to the end of 1991 so that a
summarizing report can be prepared by me and sent to Randy Henick—Stare
to guide some of our deliberations at the February Meeting of the Continuing
Committee.

1



We should not emphasize one type of sharing at the expense of (or so
as to Inhibit) other types of sharing. There should be room for worship,
fellowship, work, business, discussion, not only In the program schedule but
also in the experience of those in attendance. In practical terms, as a
specific application of this guideline, this means that business sessions
should be of concern to all of us but should not take an excessive amount of
our time.

Responsive to the Light Within, we should commit ourselves to the
search for unity. To this end, we should avoid the distractions and tensions
created by confusion. An important method of doing this is to distinguish
clearly between actions taken in the name of the constituent members,
Meetings, and Worship Groups (IMYM Actions) and actions taken in the name
of those Friends assembled for the sessions of a specific Yearly Meeting
(Gathered Friends Actions). There is no necessity that there be concerns
calling for either type of action but each kind can be of value.

A Gathered Friends Action can be either a decision to recommend to
the Friends, Monthly Meetings, and Worship Groups of IMYM consideration of
a concern after the Yearly Meeting sessions are concluded; or it can be a
decision to take a public position on behalf of those in attendance. For
assembled Friends to recommend consideration of some matter on the local
Meeting level should reflect a sense of special urgency; it should occur only
when there is a strongly felt need to stimulate deliberation with greater
effectiveness than seems possible by approaching individual Friends and
Meetings directly. The effort to seek unity on a public position should be
made only when there Is perceived need for an immediate response to a
pressing situation.

An IMYM Action can either deal with the structures and processes of
IMYM organization or it can seek to do what Friends feel called upon to do
but lack the resources (time, talent, energy, knowledge, funding) to do on
the local Meeting level. Such actions require seasoning and a sense of unity
within the constituent groups of the Yearly Meeting.

Frustration and failure are likely consequences of confusing these
two types of action. We should recognize and accept the inappropriateness
of bringing to an IMYM Meeting for Worship for Business a concern for IMYM
Action without going through the necessary seasoning processes. It is
equally inappropriate to come to a sense of unity on a Gathered Friends
Action and assume that this constitutes a commitment on the part of all
members and component parts of the Yearly Meeting.

3



August 29, 1991

To: IMYLI Guest Speaker Committee (LaDonna Wallen, Tom Carr,
Frances McAllister, Jerry Krenz, Susan Dahl, Pot Fish)

From: Martin Cobin (1720 Linden Ave. Boulder, CO 90304 Tel.
303/442-5047)

Subject: Next step

On July 13th, you remember, we set up a priority of choices for our
1992 speaker I have since succeeded In obtaining a commitment for the
participation of our first choice, Ursula Franklin. My letter to her of August
25th is enclosed; this puts into writing, to ensure clarity, my understanding
of agreements and probings of possibilities we made on the telephone after
previous correspondence and telephone conversation. I believe it is self—
explanatory and I hope it sufficiently distinguishes between commitments
and desires. Since that letter I have spoken with Dorothy Aldrich who has
agreed to serve as co—planner for the Interest Group sessions (the other
person has not yet been identified). Dorothy was much in favor of my
recommendation that we ask Fred Franklin to lead two interest groups and
she also liked the Idea of having the respondents lead interest groups on
the subjects of their choice if they were amenable to doing so.

Fred Franklin, by the way, has been described to me in these terms:
For decades he has been part of Friends Prison and Refugee work. He still

carries a weekly Friends program in a Toronto jail and is a member of CYIT5
Committee on Jails and Justice. But much of his work for the past years has
been on behalf of refugees fleeing to Canada. He has been a member of the
Refugee Committee of the Canadian Council of Churches and the local
coalitions. He has a most thorough knowledge of the Canadian Refugee
Admission and Rejection processes and Is totally familiar with the legal
and practical problems faced by refugees and their families trying to come
to Canada.”

I request that you express your reaction to what I have proposed.
Some of you have already done so but I have not had the benefit of feedback
from all of you. I’d like to report on this, as fully as possible, to the
Executive Committee when it meets on the 14th of September

Thank you for your help.



To: I MYt1 Exec:uti ye Cornmi ttee
From: Martin Cobin
Sub ject: FCUN concern
Date: September 4, 1 gg 1

Enclosed is a letter drafted by Marshall Massey that reflects his
concern. I encouraged Marshall to seek the constructive input of other
Friends in his efforts to achieve greater clarification. If the agenda allows.
we might be able to discuss this at our upcoming meeting. Please bring
notes on ‘our reactions that could help in such a discussion and/or could be
given to me so that I could pass them along to Marshall.

Also enclosed (on the reverse side of this sheet) is a cover letter I
have sent to Marshall to facilitate further consideration, as way opens, by
Monthly Meetings and Worship Groups. Marshall has shared with me his
reaction to my staterrient that unless instructed otherwise 1 do not see this
as a concern for further action at a Yearly Meeting business session. He
points out that FCLIN ask:ed us to send a representative and that this request
merits a “yes or no” response from IMYM. To quote Marshall, “FCUN requested
that IMYM send a representative: someone with formal authoritg to convey
I MYMs members views and concerns to FCLIN.”

Still working without benefit of the 1991 minutes, my recollection is
that I addressed this point direcly when I asked for clarification during the
business session, stating my inability to approve a “representative” without
determimrig that irldividual*s abilit!..j to share with FCUN the diverse points
of view within IMYM. The response was that there was no need for me to
assume such a responsibility since anyone interested in attending should be
able to do so with our blessing. I took this to mean, and until instructed
otherwise I continue to take it to mean, that we did not see our way open to
designate a representative with the formal authority Marshall indicates as
desired by FCUN. This means to me that, as of now, our answer to FCUN is
“no” and I will so notify FCLIN if that seems preferable to what Marshall
advises me is a failure on our part to respond. Nothing in such an action, of
course, would preclude a change of attitude based on further education and
seasoning and Marshalls ongoinq efforts seem to me very much in order. I
remain clear in my own mind, however, that such efforts and seasoning
should occur prior to further deliberation in a Yearly Meeting business
session. I would appreciate your guidance on this.



September 4, 1991

Dear Marshall,

Excuse my seeming abruptness; I’m working on another project under
great pressure to meet a deadline.

I enclose a revision of my cover letter, responding to one of your
suggestions. I do not feel clear about other revisions. I also enclose my
memo to the Executive Committee; after the committee meeting I’ll share
with you whatever comes of it at that time.

Whenever you encourage me to do so (but at least, I’d suggest, after
we see what takes place between now and the conclusion of the Continuing
Committee sessions in February), Ill be perfectly willing to write to
whomever you designate in FCUN and explain my understanding, as the new
IMYM Clerk, of the IMYM response to the FCUN request. Forgive me, I don’t
have the time to rewrite that overly lengthy and complex sentence; I hope
the meaning is clear

Sincerely,

4.



1720 Linden Avenue
Doulder, Colorado 80304
September 6, 1991

Elizabeth McFarl end
2975 Terrace Drive 1
Las Cruces, New Mexico 88001

Deer Elizabeth,

Susan Twelt sent me en extremely helpful letter after her meeting
with you to discuss the inquiry I made. Thanks to both of you for that I
made good use of your suggestions and reactions and have sent out a
statement to the members of the Executive Committee who will meet in the
middle of this month.

I waited to see how my time would shape up before responding to your
invitation to come for a possible all day retreat on a Saturday or Sunday.
Now I am greatly embarrassed by the fact that I cannot find the membership
list Susan indicated she sent with her letter. She may not have actually
included it or I may be so disorganized as to have misplaced it: I have had a
number of deadlines to meet and considerable pressure with a variety of
completely unrelated tasks. Whatever the cause (and I prefer to assume
that it is my lack of care) I have a communication problem. Susan’s letter
itself, which I filed——I did not keep the envelope——bore no address and no
telephone number. Neither she nor you are listed In the 1991 IMYM directory
of attenders. Your listing among the Meeting Clerks I was given does not
have a telephone number. I would like to talk with Susarpor you on the phone
(probably Susan since she wrote the response) and I will try by other means
to locate a telephone number As precaution, however, Ill send off this
letter without further delay now that I have a moment to do so.

I’d like to come for an all day retreat. Since New Mexico Quarterly
meets this month end I’ll be too busy in October (whIch Is too close to
September anyway) I’d suggest sometime after mid—November This could
include early December, January, or February. We can explore other options
as well. I’d like to travel by bus. The current schedule would allow me to
arrive in Las Cruces on a Friday afternoon at 2:40 PM and leave for the
return trip at 6:20 PM on the following Sunday. I’d hope to get overnight
lodging Friday and Saturday nights and transportation from and to the bus
station at appropriate times. With this schedule, we could either have a
Saturday retreat and I could attend Meeting on Sunday or have a Sunday
retreat that includes the normal worship with the retreat concluding so as

I



9-15-1991

Dear Marshall Massey,

The IMYM Executive Committee had no recommendations to make
regarding your letter other than to indicate the appropriateness of your
sending It and of your using my letter to go along with it If you see fit. The
Committee agreed with my statement that It would be appropriate for me to
write a formal “no” If you considered it necessary to provide a “yes or no”
response to FCUN. The Committee also suggested the desirability of an
interest group or group of concern on the subject of FCUN; this along with an
affirmative response to your suggested topic of Faith and Practice were
recommended to the consideration of the Interest Group Coordinator.

This brings you up to date on where we stand. Now you have the task,
if you wish to undertake it as I assume you do, to continue to educate
Friends within IMYM on FCUN. I will proceed In keeping with what I
expressed to you in my last letter. Oy now I have seen the official minutes,
incidentally, and they confirm my recollection of what had been decided
upon during our 1991 business sessions.

I hope the trip you are about to undertake is a fruitful and safe one.

Sincerely,

Martin Cobin



1720 Linden Avenue
Doulder, Colorado 00304
September 191 1991

Dear Susan Tweit,

Thank you for your letter of the 15th. I’m pleased that we can find a
suitable time. Given the choice you provided1 I prefer the first weekend in
February. I think the retreat topic is a provocative one and will stimulate
us; I look forward to what I’m sure will be a growth experience for me by
interacting with all of you.

Regarding the bus schedules which may change between now and
February, I’ll get in touch sometime In January to confirm my/our arrival
time. June and I appreciate your flexibility concerning her attendance; we’ll
let you know about that, too.

To facilitate our responsiveness to the leadings of the spirit, I prefer
not being highly organized in advance regarding how we use our time during
the retreat. If you’re content with a casual approach, I’d just as soon wait
until I arrive in Las Cruces. As for preparation, all attending Friends will
have had spiritual, political, and decision—making experiences; it would
profit us if every one attending spent some private time in advance,
however, reflecting upon the theme of the retreat.

If there’s anything you wish to discuss or inquire about, don’t hesitate
to do so——now or later

In Friendly fellowship,

Martin Cobin



September 20, 1991

To: IMYM Meetings and Worship Groups
From: IMYM Executive Committee
Subject: Statement of relationships between Yearly Meeting and the

Meetings and Worship Groups

At its most recent meeting earlier this month, the Executive
Committee approved the attached statement for consideration by all Monthly
Meetings and Worship Groups. You are requested to formulate a response to
this statement to guide the deliberations of the Executive and Continuing
Committees when they meet February 14—16. A written response sent in
advance to Martin Cobin (Presiding Cleric of IMYM and Clerk of the Executive
Committee) at 1720 Linden Ave., Boulder, CO 80304 would be most helpful.
These responses will be shared with Randy Henick—Stare (Clerk of
Continuing Committee) prior to the meeting of that Committee. It is
essential that all representatives to the Contnuing Committee come to the
February meeting fully aware of the deliberations and the responses of the
Friends they represent.

The procedure used in formulating this statement began with
deliberations of a number of the IMYM officers when they gathered this past
summer shortly after the Annual Meeting. Martin Cobin was asked to draft a
statement for consideration by the Fall meeting of the Executive Committee.
An early draft was formulated and sent to all Clerks of Monthly Meetings
and Worship Groups with a request for immediate feedback. Based on the
feedback provided, the statement was redrafted and presented to the
Executive Committee for further deliberation. Copies were sent to
Executive Committee members in advance of the meeting. With limited time
and a full agenda during the meeting itself, the Executive Committee gave
careful consideration to the substance of the Statement and determined to
pass It along as a recommendation by the Committee. This recommendation
includes the request for official responses. If approved, the Statement will
be used as a guide in the conduct of business during Yearly Meeting. If
substantive modifications are recommended, a determination will be made
as to whether and in what form to return the Statement for further
seasoning.



1720 Linden Avenue
Boulder. Colorado 50304 LISA
September 25, 1991

Ur:3ual Franklin
41 Lonsdale Road
Toronto, Ontario M4V 1 W4 Canada

E:ear Ur:3u1a Franklin,

Thank uou for the card, the message, and the copi of our lecture. The “E;ig Raven” is
attractive to me. I look forward to readi nii the lecture. I m happ that .Iou and Fred found
acceptable the proposal I :3et forth. I can now inform ou about the response of the E::<ecutive
Committee to the proposal.

We are all delighted that uou will be comin’i. Friends were pleased bu the theme for the
Vearlu Meeting and bu the title and subject matter of uour talk. Mu suqestion about the use of
respondents did not strike a responsive chord among the committee members as a whole so we will
dispense with that. Nevertheless, I am to request that qou do not e::<ceed the fort—five minute time
limit; this is because of the value placed on having sufficient opportunitu for spontaneous audience
response. There will be no need, therefore, for uou to send us anu sort of abstract or outline in
advance.

We were in complete agreement as to the great value of having Fred lead several interest
groups on the topics suggested. We also thought it would be highN desirable to have uou lead an
interest group following up di rectl j on the subject of i.lour presentation. Unless ‘.iou advise
otherwise, we will pass along these suggestions to the Interest Group Coordinator on the
assumption that its all feasi ble. Both of uou will be communicated with di rectl ‘.j on these interest
group pians,ofcourse, beforeantjthinqisestablishedintheschedule.

Regarding finances, it was agreed that the e::<penses for both of uou while at the YearN
Meeting would be taken care of bu us. In addition, $1 .000 US is available toward ‘dour travel
e::<penses; the hope is that this will cover all of one airfare and some definite portion of the second
fare. I assume from uour earlier statements that this will enable uou both to partici pate.
Although nothing more is available in the IMYM treasuru, please let me know if this arrangement
creates undue difficultu fbr iou.

Kathleen Ochs is quite hopeful about being able to see uou when .iou are here. She seems to
be sc.heduled rather heavilu and is not now in a position to make an’j definite plans regarding the
time of uour visit. Mu wife and I, incidentailu, will be out of the countru during the second half of
October. Feel free to call on me for anuthing uou mau need before or after that time; other
absences will not be for extensive periods. After our return in November I hope to locate a Friend
who will undertake to be a “hospitalitu arrangements link” for uou.

Warm regards to uou and Fred.

In Friendlu fellowship,

Martin Cobi n
Clerk, I MYM



1720 Linden Avenue
Boulder, Colorado 80304
September 25, 1991

Dear Carol Clark,

Here’s the information I wanted to get to you. The Clerk of Boulder
Meeting is Richard Butler, 7983 Grasmere Drive, Boulder, Co 80301 (Tel.
303/530—2156). The Clerk of Fort Collins Meeting Is Deb Robeson, 418
Goldeneye Drive, Fort Collins, CO 80528 (Tel. 303/226-3590. The
Farmington Worship Group in New Mexico has been laid down as a
consequence of families moving out of the area.

I want you to know that I’ve mailed out to all Meeting and Worship
Group Clerks the statement I brought and that we approved at the Executive
Committee with a request that a written response be formulated and sent in
to me (which I would share with Randy) prior to our February meetings. I
also asked that Representatives come to the Continuing Committee informed
about the discussions and responses relevant to the statement.

It may be of no consequence but be aware that I’ll be out of reach
from October 14th until November 2nd.

I hope all is well with you.

Sincerely,

Martin Cobin



1720 Linden Avenue
boulder, Colorado 00204
September 25, 1 ‘9 1

Dear Randy,

Here’s some updated information that may be useful to you. The E:lerk
of boulder Meeting is Richard butler, 783 Grasmere Drive, boulder, Co
80301 (Tel. 303/530—2155). The E:lerk of Fort Collins Meeting is Deb
Robesori, 410 Go]denet.ie Drive, Fort Collins, CO 80520 (Tel. 303/225—35g0.
The Farmington Worship Group in New Mexico has been laid down as a
consequence of families movi rig away. t ‘ye informed Carol Clark.

Thank you for the labels and listing. That will prove ver’ helpful. As
you know I’ve sent our Executive Committee statement to Clerks of all
Meetings and Worship Groups; I had the impression that you and Carol would
be mailing to different groups of Friends. I trust you noted my request for
written responses (which I will share with you) and having Representatives
to the Continuing Committee come to our February meeting informed about
the discussions and the responses.

If you’re willing, it would be extremely helpfu to have you include a
reminder about this when you send out your letter to the Continuing
Committee members. I have very little confidence (I hope unjustified) in
the efficiency of our commum cation system. Given what consider the
importance of this statement and its potential impact on how we conduct
busiriess I had thought it would be wise to inform all Representatives to
the Coriti nul nq Committee about it. would hate to have any of them arrive
in February without any discussion havi rig taken place in their home
Meetings and without their even being aware of the statement and the call
for deliberation. How can I guard against this without seeming to bypass
the Clerks or expressing my lack of confidence in their efficiency? The
easiest way——which would also save a lot of postaqe——would be for you to
express your expectations to the Representatives when you send them your
mailing. Is this feasible? Let me know, please.

June and I plan to 1 cave boulder on the 1 4th of next month. We won’t
be back until after the 1st of November. I’ll check with you when we return.
If there’s something I should do before we leave, give rile a call.

Sal u dos,



September 30, 1 gg 1

Dear Marshall,

I hope your health has Improved and the thyroiditis is now in the past
or under control. I also hope the retreat in New England went well. Your
open letter is attractively presented and substantively clear. I’m pleased
that you found my letter useful. Now we’ll see what comes of it.

You’re quite correct that I could not give a formal no to FCUN. I was
probably ill—advised (by myself) to express it that way. You stated that we
owed FCUN a yes or no answer; my meaning Is that given a forced choice, we
are closer to a no than a yes. Two other factors are relevant here, however.
One is that I am not completely clear on the validity of any assertion that
we confront a forced choice; maybe we do but it is not self—evident to me.
The other is that in my own mind I consider it important to recognize that
central to our appreciation of the decision—making process of Friends Is the
recognition that an inability to achieve unity is not a symptom of
inefficiency; It is, rather, a meaningful outcome. When, with sufficient
seasoning, Friends cannot reach unity on accepting a proposal, it means to
me that they have determined not to accept the proposal. The difference
between formulating the decision as not reaching unlty rather than as no
may be simply more gentle or it may clarify the openness to further
consideration at a later time after additional experience and insights; in
either case the substantive Impact Is a current inability to go along with
the proposal. An unwillingness to recognize this fact can have negative
consequences. One negative consequence is to lose confidence in the
procedure by interpreting all instances of not reaching unity as examples of
an inability to reach a decision. Another negative consequence is to impede
consideration of other matters of importance by insisting that everything on
which unity has not been reached is still under consideration and in
continuous need of our attention.

With regard to FCUN, I believe you’re following the correct course. Dy
offering clarification and being prepared to provide more information, you
are facilitating further seasoning. Dy requesting IMYM Friends to review and
to send fresh instructions to the Continuing Committee If and as way opens,
you are reinforcing the ongoing search for unity. Unless and until this
review and this search process does bring us to a sense of unity about
appointing a representative to FCUN, however, it seems appropriate to me
(however unfortunate) that no such representative Is designated.

_________

. . . . .— —

--I —



1720 LInden Avenue
Boulder, Colorado 80304
October 11, 1991

Ursula Franklin
41 Lonsdale Road
Toronto, Ontario M4V I W4 Canada

Dear Ursula Franklin,

At Colorado Regional Meeting I was able to achieve two goals relevant
to you. I read your Gardner Lecture and I identified a Friend who can serve
as your arrangements hostess for IMYM.

The lecture stimulated my thinking, as I expected it would. What
spoke most to my condition was your stated need to differentiate clearly
between the what and the how of our activities as Friends. I was also
moved to considerable thought on the changes that had taken place between
1979 and today. I also wonder what we will still experience before June.

1 am placing you in the loving care of Barbara Stephens (pronounced
Steffins”) whose address is 8467 Chase Drive, Arvada, CO 80003. II there

Is need to contact her by telephone, the most reliable number for leaving a
message is (303) 423—5194. Barbara will have significant responsibilities
with the IMYM registration process but if there is anything she cannot do
personally, I know she will be sure someone will take care of it. Of utmost
importance to me Is Barbara’s combination of knowledge, reliability, and
concern. I will get to her copies of this and some of our past
correspondence and I will be available to her if she has any question of me;
generally, however, I expect you and she can work out further arrangements.

Now June and I will leave on our trip; I’m happy I can get this letter
off to you before our departure. If you want to contact me about anything,
we’ll be back by November 2nd. My warm regards to you and to Fred.

In Friendly fellowship,

Martin Cobin, Clerk of IMYM



1720 LInden Avenue
Boulder, Colorado 00304
12 October, ii

Thomas Taylor, General Secretory
Friends World Committee for Consultation
Drayton House, 30 Gordon Street
London WC 1 H OAX, England

Dear Thomas Taylor1

Ted Church just shared with me information concerning the work of
the Local Arrangements Committee for the FWCC Triennial. Although I will
not be Clerk of IMYM at the time of this Triennial, I am deeply concerned
about Its success and fully supportive of our efforts to be good hosts and
hostesses.

Several factors led me to not participate in the arrangements
committee meeting. Since I am not a member of that committee, my
absence was appropriate. Nevertheless, I am keenly interested in what is
developing. Personally, I have had considerable experience with Friends of
various orientations and in various parts of the world. I mention this only
because I realize and want you to realize that there is nothing special about
me in this regard among the members of Intermountain Yearly Meting. We
may seem Isolated in the mountains and the deserts of the American West
but we have a real sense of the larger society of the world and of Friends
and we are very grateful for the opportunity to support interaction among
the attenders of an FWCC Triennial. I am sure the Local Arrangements
Committee is projecting a sense of enthusiasm and supportiveness; I wish
to indicate that, by doing so, the Committee is reflecting the feelings of the
entire Meeting.

In Friendly fellowship,

Martin Cobin
Clerk, IMYM

Copy to Ted Church



1720 LInden Avenue
Boulder, Colorado 80304
October 12, 1991

Carol Cleric
1652 Niagara
Denver, Colorado 80220

Dear Carol,

Thank you for your mailing of the 9th. The minutes are well done and
the labels will be most useful. Yes, I would like CC labels if and when
convenient.

I’m in the throes of preparations for departure. I’m sure we’ll have a
good trip.

Warm regards,

Martin Cobin

)



1720 LInden Avenue
floulder, Colorado 00304
October 12, 1991

Ted Church
4 Arco, NW
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87120

Deer Ted,

Again, thank you for keeping me informed. Your local arrangements
committee is doing good work and IMYM owes you an expression of
appreciation.

I have no advice or suggestions. You already grasp the reality that
this is a considerable undertaking; that realization is vital to your success.
My lack of attendance to date Is not Indicative of any lack of interest.
Please continue to keep me Informed and have no hesitation about letting me
know if there is something you’d like me to do.

Enclosed is a copy of a letter I’m sending to Tom Taylor. I’m pleased
to be able to do this just prior to being out of the country for several weeks.

Sincerely,

Martin Cobin



1720 Linden Avenue
Boulder, Colorado 80304
November 6, 1991

Thomas C. Hill
Taft, Stettinius and Hollister
1800 Star Bank Center
425 Walnut Street
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202-3957

Dear Thomas Hill,

I am forwarding your request for updating Monthly Meeting data to the
current Clerk of Boulder Meeting, Richard Butler. Richard’s address is 7983
Grasmere Drive, Boulder, CO 80301. His phone number is (303) 530-2156.
He is also the current Historian of IMYM but that change was recent and Alan
Stokes was quite probably in a better position to assist you with what you
have done to date.

Incidentally, I am the current Clerk of IMYM——as new at this Yearly
Meeting position as is Richard Butler in his. I do note, however, that you
mistakenly indicate Wyoming Meeting as located in Montana. This clerical
error can be readily corrected. Wyoming Meeting relates to a number of
Worship Groups in Wyoming, Including one involving Laramie Friends who no
longer (as of September 1991) maintain a Preparative Meeting relationship
with Boulder Meeting. Your best sources of information on this would be
Donn Kesselheim, the Wyoming Friends Meeting Clerk whose address is 22
Pheasant Run Drive, Lander, WY 82520 (Tel. 307/332—6518) or Matilda
Hansen, Corresponding Clerk of the Laramie Worship Group whose address is
1306 Kearney, Laramie, WY 82070 (Tel. 307/745-7296). I am aware of
Worship Groups in Casper, Jackson Hole, Lander, Laramie, and Sheridan.
Currently, there is no formal, organizational relationship between any of
these Wyoming Friends and Intermountain Yearly Meeting although there are
numerous personal ties and feelings of fellowship and support.

I wish you well with your ambitious undertaking.

In Friendly fellowship,

Martin Cobin

C: Richard Butler



1720 Linden Avenue
Boulder, Colorado 80304
November2111991

Nichoe Lichen
Chamisa Friends Preparative Meeting
P.O. Box 8302
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87504

Dear Nichoe Lichen,

Thank you and the other Friends of your Meeting for the prompt and
careful attention you have given in considering and responding to the
multitude of concerns sent by the Executive and Continuing Committes. It
would be wonderful if we could get anything comparable from all the
constituent groups in Yearly Meeting. Being an optimist, I’ll hope for the
best. Being a realist, I won’t be shocked if your efforts are not matched.
Your contribution is most encouraging amd greatly appreciated. There have
been a few other good contributions sent to me so far but nothing quite as
detailed.

I am pleased to finally know for sure how to spell your first name. I
apologize for errors in the past and for any contribution I may have made to
the confusion of others. Fortunately, I’m only the presiding cleric so I can’t
do too much harm.

May all go well with Chamisa Meeting.

In Friendly fellowship,

Martin Cobin



Januar 2. 1 992

Dear Cnthia Talor,

Thank uou for shari nii with me our last report. I found it I nformative and :3ti mulati nq.

Reardin the joint project, we still seem to be “in proqress” so far as establishiri it but
that seems normal to me and I sense that were mcvi n in the right direction. Whether we move
far enouh or fast enouqh remains to be seen but thats the purpose of the effort. Your patience,
commitment, and communications are e::<tremehi important and I am rateful for that.

Reqardi rr the nature of our spi ntualitq, I resonate with uour concerns and sensitivities.
I had similar feelinqs when I travelled e::<tensiveli.I as Western Field 5ecretar for FCNL. Those
travels took me to mani.i Meetinis and arrionq manu Friends in fourteen states. I would not, based on
mti own experiences, make a dlstinc:tion between “northern” and “southern” Meetings within
I MYM. I think it depends on the particular Friends, the particular Meeti nqs, the particular ti mes
arid sessions of interactions. I believe it is all part of what is and should be a continuous searching
process and a necessaru i rteraction between Friends and the larger societti of the countru and the
world in which we live. E;u and larqe, I think manu Friends— — particularl u newer Friends and
Western Friends— —are not well ‘irounded in what ‘jou describe as our historical (English) roots.
It ma be worth noti n, however, that— —from a wider historical perspective— — much of the
present centuni decline in the vitaiit of the Societu of Friends (loss of member:3h1 p and closing
down of Meeti nqs) has taken place fai rl close to the roots and much of the increased vitaliti

rowth of membership and establishment of new Meeti nqs) has taken place i Fl “frontier” areas
where there is a lack of traditional habit;. I suppose this mau lead to ar ultimate deterioration; it
could also lead to a rd uvenation. Which wa’j we qo will depend on the spi rituaiiti of those
involved. In this respect, consider it important that we not confuse spi ritualitu with format and
not :eek to perpetuate orqanizational structures or procedures si mpl u because theu have existed in
the past. Yes, I am conscious of the danger of replaci nq spi rituaiit with rational humanism. I am
also conscious of the dan’ier of replacin’i spiritualit’j with ritual. Yes, there is a great deal of
humanistic and political focus in man’j Friends Meeti nqs. Yes, there is a qreat deal of religious
ritual in man’ Friends Meetings. No, there is nothi nq i nherentl ij undesirable about humanism,
politics, reliqious oruanization or ritual. Eiut fi nall u. in mu present commentaru, I see no
particular reason for a unique communitu— —such as the Peliqious Societu of Friends— — unless it
meets needs of its members not otherwise met at all or as well. If, as I believe to be the case,
there is a powerful spiritual core to our Societu, it will lead us in the directions we need to turn
and we should not be rd uctant to follow those leadi ngs, however different theu nia be from oijr
past conditioni nq and our present expectations. If the Societij loses this powerful spiritual core
then, however much we ma’j reqret it, there is no point in holding on to an emptu shell. Manu of
us will feel a responsi bilitti, however, to do more than si mpl ii wait to see what happens; we will
feel called upon to respond to and nurture the spi ritual core——within ourselves and within the
Societu. This j:3 what uou seek to do and what I would like to think of museif as sedi nq to do also.
This is whu I appreciate ucur report and thank tou for it.

Mau 1 992 be a productive, and meani ngfull u fulfilli nq ‘jear for ucu.

In Friendlu fellowship,

Martin Cobi n



1720 Linden Avenue
Boulder, Colorado 80304
January 17, 1992

Randy Herrick-Stare, Cleric
(MVII Continuing Committee
501 East First Avenue
Denver, Colorado 80203

Dear Randy,

Thanks for the splendid progress you’re making and for your
willingness to inform Executive Committee members of our meeting Friday
evening just prior to the Continuing Committee sessions. When I see the
Items on the proposed CC agenda, I realize that, In committee, we may be
facing a problem similar to one we confront In our (MVII business sessions——
too much to consider. I’d like to make some recommendations. If you
consider them feasible, I’d encourage you to pass them along (with your own
comments) to those planning to attend our February sessions.

The tentative agenda lists 14 numbered reports. One of these (9) is
committee reports of which 14 are named. This adds up to a total of 27. I
suggest that these reports all be presented on paper In advance. The
“advance need not be through prior mail distribution but could be through
availability for reading when and as people arrive. Obviously, the more time
for prior consideration the better. Most reports will fit into one of two
categories: those that are Informational and those that call for some
decision making response. Regarding the informational reports, I think we
need spend only such time as is needed to answer questions that may be
posed to achieve clarity; if there are no such questions, none should be
asked. Everyone should bear in mind the task that must be confronted in the
short time available and contribute responsibly to our efforts. Ideally, with
well written reports and careful reading of them, there will be few or no
questions and we may simply accept them all.

Regarding the reports that call for some decision making, I suggest
we need clarity regarding the nature of the decisions appropriate for us.
Based on what is presented to us, I believe we can determine the amount and
consequences of the seasoning that has taken place and, from that, the type
of recommendation we should make. A lack of seasoning should result In a
recommendation to the Proposer” that such seasoning be Initiated by the
Friend with the concern (within the home Meeting and among other
Meetings). A definite amount of seasoning that has stimulated responses

1



indicating misunderstandings or diverse responses from the various
Meetings and, consequently, a lack of unity, should result In a
recommendation for further consideration, as way opens, In Interest Group
discussions at Yearly Meeting, in ongoing deliberations by the Meetings, or
both. Where seasoning has resulted in what seems to be a definite sense of
unity emerging, then we should spend time seeking guidance on this matter
in our deliberations in the Continuing Committee.

It does not seem difficult to me to determine whether 1) insufficient
seasoning has taken place, 2) the seasoning to date indicates no sense of
unity, or 3) the seasoning Indicates an emerging sense of unity. To avoid
being arbitrary or not sufficiently sensitive, however, such a determination
should not be made by a single person. I suggest, therefore, that one or two
people——possibly the Clerk of the Continuing Committee and, if more than
one, the Clerk of Yearly Meeting as well——take the time to read all the
reports and requests In advance and make a preliminary designation for each
of 1, 2, or 3. These designations should be given to the Continuing
Committee when it meets and either accepted or modified by the Committee
as a whole. Such acceptance or modification might take less than ten
minutes. The Proposer——whether an Individual Friend or Group of Friends
(including an Interest Group from a preceding YM), a Committee, or a
Meeting——should be notified of our designation and our recommendation. If
the designation is Si, further action, If any, is left to the Proposer. If the
designation is ‘2, the matter should be referred to the Interest Group
Coordinator and further action left to that Coordinator and the Proposer
(who might be willing to lead an Interest Group on the subject and who
would also be free to communicate further with other Friends and Meetings.
If the designation Is 53, we should seek guidance in our Continuing
Committee and it is to this that the major time of the Continuing
Committee should be committed.

If we were to follow such procedures as I have suggested above, it Is
quite possible that the Continuing Committee agenda could take some such
form as the following:

1. Period of silence and centering
2. Roll call
3. Review of minutes
4. Report of Clerk and Worship Sharing regarding procedures and

agenda leading to the acceptance of an agenda
5. ConsIderation of informational reports

a. clarification if requested
b. acceptance

2



6. Consideration of concerns
a. determination of designations
b. seeking guidance on each of the 3 designations

1) worship sharing
2) formulation of a minute

7. Develop IMYM Schedule
8. Unfinished business
9. Period of Worship

Note: There are two conscious omissions. I’ve not designated where a break
should come because how far we can go in a given time will depend on how
many concerns are given the 3 designation. Participants should discipline
themselves as best they can with an awareness of the concerns to be
addressed——which could vary in number from none to four or more (the
fewer the better but we must react to the reality of what comes before us)..
rye also not designated moments when we may be moved to observe periods
of silence to facilitate our seeking; these, obviously, must come only if and
as we are so led.

The Intent of all this Is to simplify, despite the rather complex
explanation of it. I regret the complexity of the explanation; I hope what I
offer is, or can lead to, a simplification of procedure.

In Friendly fellowship,

Martin Cobin
Clerk, IMYM

3



1720 Linden Avenue
Boulder, Colorado 60304 USA
January 26, 1 92

Alicia U’Ren
Ignacio Mariscal 132
0603 Mexico, D.F. Mexico

Dear Alicia,

Thank you and the Friends of Monthly Meeting for the invitation to
attend and speak to the General Reunion in May. I will be happy to do so. You
should be aware of the fact that my Spanish has deteriorated a great deal in
the years since I was with you. I may well need an interpreter and I will
certainly be limited in my ability to Interact with Friends while I am there.
If, knowing this, you still want me, I’d like to do my best If you wish to
change the invitation, please feel free to do so. Please let me know so that
I can make my travel arrangements. I’d like to come to Mexico City early
(perhaps three or four days), travel with Friends to the Reunion, return to
Mexico City, sleep one night there, and then fly back to Colorado.

The speech topic you give me is an extremely challenging one. It will
stimulate me a great deal to address such a topic. Let me know how much
time is available for me if I don’t need an interpreter. If I realize I need an
interpreter I will then prepare to speak for a considerably shorter time. I
can make adjustments on this after I show what I have prepared (a long and
short version) to someone In Mexico City who might serve as an Interpreter
If she or he thinks it’s advisable.

I look forward to hearing from you again. Meanwhile you can count on
my coming if you want me. Because of other responsibIlities, June will be
unable to come with me although she would love to do so. She regrets this
fact and greatly appreciates the invitation. She sends her warmest
greetings to all of you.

In Friendly fellowship,

Martin Cobin

___________________



1-30-92

Dear Randy.

I received your mailing of materials. Thank you.

I located my registration form for Continuing Committee. I’ll fill it
out and mail it in.

Here are the materials I was to copy for you.

Enclosed are two other items. One is what I received from Man an
Hoge of Albuquerque regarding the Brinton visitor. The other is a first draft
attempt I made at a set of Queries for IMYM attenders.

I contacted Mariagnes and told her I’d do the Interest Group
coordination. She’s working on the other position——was hoping to hear back
from someone today before leaving for Philadelphia.

I’m off today for a Friends retreat In Las Cruces.

Regards,

Martin



1720 Linden Avenue
Boulder, Colorado 80304
February 10, 1 Y92

Dear Randy,

Here’s a statment in writing to confirm arrangements mode long ago:
We agreed on a theme for IMYM as BE PRESENT WHERE YOU ARE. The Guest
Speaker will be Ursula Franklin from Toronto. Her subject will be “Quaker
Witness in a Technological Society.” She and her husband, Fred, will attend
the gathering and be available to lead interest groups. Ursula’s interest
group would be a follow—up to her talk. Fred’s interest groups (two of them)
would share the experience of Canadian Friends with refugees and with
prisoners.

Our registrar, Barbara Stephens, is coordinating hospitality for the
Franklins. We have committed to take care of the housing and meals for
both of them at the Yearly Meeting and to provide them with $1,000 toward
their transportation costs (expecting this to cover the fare of Ursula and,
hopefully, make some meaningful contribution toward travel costs for Fred.

I hope this arrangement is clear

Sincerely,



1720 Linden Avenue
Boulder, Colorado 80304
February 10, 1 92

Isabel Bliss, Clerk
Friends Committee on Unity with Nature
7700 Clerks Lake Rood
Chelsea, Michigan 48118

Deer Isabel Bliss,

Thank you for your mailing of January 20th which was forwarded to
me as the new Clerk of Intermountain Yearly Meeting. Included was your
request that we give timely consideration to making an appointment to
FCUN.

At the last annual gathering of IMYM, we were unable to find unity in a
decision to send a formal appointee to FCUN. This is, of course, open to
further seasoning among us and I know there are a considerable number of
Friends within IMYM who will undertake to facilitate this taking place.

In the meantime, we did determine last year that any IMYM Friend
concerned to attend FCUN sessions should feel free to seek and should be
granted supportive identification for this purpose by requesting a letter
from the IMYM Clerk. As yet, nobody has asked me for such a letter.

Thank you for your concern and communication.

In Friendly fellowship,

Martin Cobin
Cleric0 IMYM

copy to: Marshall Massey



1720 LInden Avenue
Boulder, Colorado 60304
February 101 1992

Linda Rocco
Box 963
Palisade, Colorado 61526

Dear Linda,

Thank you for your letter which anived in good time, has been shared,
and is definitely helpful.

There seems to be real progress In the life of the Grand Valley
Worship Group. That’s most encouraging. There are a few other folks
interested in Friends in your general area and I wonder if there might be a
mutual Interest in your making contact of some sort. If it ever came to a
desire for it, it might be possible to have a combined gathering which some
of us from Boulder could attend. This Is simply an exploratory idea. As part
of the exploration, I pass along the names of Paul and Julie Edwards whose
address is 315 N. Colorado St. in Gunnison 61230. Their telephone number is
303/641—6423. I’ll get in touch with them about this as well.

I’m sorry it took me so long to get back to you. My best to you and the
others in the Worship Group.

Warm regards,

Martin Cobin



2-10-1992

To: Members of the Continuing Committee
From: Martin Cobin
Subject: Interest end Concern Groups

I have asked to assume responsibility as Coordinator of Interest and
Concern Groups, hopefully with the assistance of Dorothy Aldrich. This
memorandum includes two sections——a proposal and (if you approve that) a
call for topics and leaders.

I propose a distinction between Interest Groups and Control Groups.
The difference is one of emphasis. The focus of an Interest Group is on
information and understanding that may well relate to areas of concern but
is not, within the context of the Group session, trying to work toward a
solution. The focus of a Concern Group Is on facilitating the solving of a
specific problem that is of concern to those who come together to confront
it. An Interest Group might deal with the experience of Canadian Friends in
prison work, or the Quaker United Nations Organization, or the AFSC, or
Friends interested in creative writing, for examples. A Concern Group might
be set up to gather Friends wishing to work on an IMYM Faith and Practice,
or to address the problem of how IMYM meets the needs of children and
parents, or of how to further support for Friends Committee on Unity with
Nature, as examples. The Concern Group would provide a mechanism for
facilitating seasoning and taking advantage of the presence of Friends from
various Monthly Meetings within IMYM when we have concerns not yet
appropriate for consideration in a Yearly Meeting business session. To
provide opportunity for both Interest Groups and Concern Groups in the IMYM
schedule, I propose not limiting Interest Group time in any significant way
but, rather, cutting down on the time for business sessions. I feel that
much of the probing of concerns that has taken place in our business
sessions without sufficient prior seasoning would be more effectively
carried out in Concern Groups.

If you approve the preceding proposal, as presented or with
modification, then I would ask you to return to your Meetings and present a
call for Interest Group and Concern Group proposals. These proposals should
be sent directly to me (Martin Cobin, 1720 Linden Ave., Boulder, CO 80304——
tel. 303/442—5047) as soon as possible with the following information: 1)
title; 2) proposer (individual or group) with address and telephone; 3) a one
sentence or paragraph description; 4) designatIon preference as Interest
Group or Concern Group; and 5) name of individual who will serve as group
leader.



CALL FOR INTEREST GROUP
AND CONCERN GROUP

PROPOSALS

The 1 992 I MYH program Wi Ill rid ude both Interest Groups arid Concern
Groups. As in the past, there Will be two and a half hours available for each
Interest Group. Concern Groups will be handled in the same manner. The
distinction bel nq made with this new desi gnati on is between a pri maru
I 0’: i.i on en I arqi nq inider;i and iq uch a a nqrau o EIIJNO r nqaq i iq I ‘i

an activiti (such as a creative writing qroup)——which would be examples of
Interest Groups——and a primary focus on dealing with a concern——such as
worki nq toward uni til on some c:OUrSe 01 action i ri need of more seasoni rig——
which would be a Concern Group. Since action grows out of understanding
there may be instances in which a need is felt for both Interest and Conc:ern
Groups on a given subject.

Those with an i riterest I ri havi rig a particular Interest or L:oncerri
Group are invited to send in a proposal as soon as possible to the
Coordinator of Interest/Concern Groups (Martin Cobin, 1720 Linden Avenue,
5oul der, CO i0304. Tel. 303/442—5047) with the foIl Owl nq I nf ormati on: 1)
ti U e; 2) proposer (individual or qroup) with address and telephone number;
3) a one sentence or paragraph description: 4) designation preference as
Interest Group oi— Concern Group (the c:hoice is yours); ar,d 5) name of
individual (with address and telephone if other than the proposer) who will
serve as group leader.

The number of time slots for scheduled Interest/Concern groups will
be greater than in the past but Friends are beinq ask:ed to restrict such
meetings to the times designated on the schedule. Time slots and meetinq
places: will be posted and requests should be made to the Coordinator——
preferabli bq the 15th of March. (Some requests have already been maile but
please raise a question if you have made a pre—call request that is not
confirmed by March 7th). Requests can be made any time prior to the
oordinaiu1qi:omrriittee meetinq on the Tirt d 01 eariu [ieetiiG atill

after that, can simply be filled in on any of the open slots. Since there is no
guarantee that there will be ernpti slots, however, nor even when all the
slots may be filled up in advance, you are urged to send in requests as early
;5 possible.



INTEREST GROUP AND CONCERN GROUP PROPOSAL
1992 IMYM

Functi ini nq as Interest Group and Coni::ern I:3roup Coorii nator. I am
sending ou this form whic:h I have filled out in duplicate to reflect mj
understanding of the appropriate information. Please fill out an items
rnaq have left blank arid correct anq errors I rnaij have made.. Keep one copi
for qour records and return one to me as soon as possible. Write or call if
iou have anij questions. (Martin Cobin, 1720 Linden Ave.. 5ouider. CO 0304
Tel. 303/442-5047). Receipt of completed form will vllddte propos[

1. Listing for schedule:

2. Proposer name: Tel.
Address:

3. 8rief description:

4. Designation as INTEREST GROUP

_______

or CONCERN GROUP

_______

(Thai chnirc jo innrc: If th nr—irnrn fnr-iic: ic: nn cIinri niirtn nd Hnitn
-.‘‘

in determining a course of action, this can be indicated bg using the Concern
Group designation. If the pri mnarg focus is on eral argi nq uriderstandi rig or
workrig together o nan alread! agreed upon project, this can be indicated bq
usi rig the Interest Group designation. It is appropriate——if qou are so led——
to request two qroups, one of each ti..lpe: in such a case, however, please
Indicate which is pri rnarq in the event that ti rue and space all ow onl i one.)

5. Name, address, and telephone nurriber of Group Leader (if other than the
proposer):

Name: Tel.
Address:

Check here

________

if i.ioure includinq anI additional corriments or
information on the reverse of this sheet.

Proposer signature:



2-lg-lgg2

Dear Randy,

It works out that I’ll be getting the mailing today of everything I sent
you yesterday.

I had a thought I wanted to share with you. There was a suggestion
(not a decision) that we audiotape or videotape one or more programs for
playback for the benefit of those who couldn’t be there for the actual
presentation. Several aspects of this need consideration. The most
Important seems to me to be the utilization of space. Videotape Is
obviously more interesting but It has the disadvantage of requiring a more
expensive setup and it ties up a space during playback(s); nothing much else
can go on in a room while a videotape Is being played. Audiotape carries
only the words that were spoken and it requires that those who wish to hear
It bring their own playback equipment or arrange to borrow such from a
friend in attendance; but it can be used much more frequently and while
other people in the room are doing other things, such as reading the reports
or chatting. It will also be necessary, if we want to use audiotapes (which
I’m told could be provided by the media people at FLC for $1.00 per tape), to
include in the registration material Information about having those
interested bring their own playback equipment. Another aspect of any sort
of playback is that I believe we want to avoid encouraging people to miss
sessions because of alternative access to them; this effort should be seen
only as a means of being supportive of those whose contributions to the
program or whose family commitments require tham to miss a session.

Assuming June’s mother does not take a turn for the worse, we’ll be
getting away on Friday and returning Monday afternoon.

Good luck,



1720 LInden Avenue
Doulder, Colorado 80304
February 24, 1992

Marshall Massey
4353 East 119th Wag
Thornton, Colorado 80233

Dear Marshall Massey.

Thank you for including me among the acourlesy Copy recipients of
your February 20th Report on IMYM Continuing Committee handling of the
FCUN concern. Your report includes one major error of perception that
requires a rapid correction and It also leaves me at a loss as to how to
proceed with my added responsibility as Coordinator of Interest and Concern
Groups. With regard to the error, I leave it to you to correct it for those in
whom you raised false expectations. With regard to the Interest and Control
Groups, I leave It to you to utilize the enclosed forms as you see fit.

There was no decision at Continuing Committee to divide the time of
the Threshing and Seasoning Session into six equal parts. This was only one
of a number of varied suggestions. The decision was to deal with two
concerns: 1) the purpose of IMYM and 2) sIte selection and utilization. This
is set forth in more detail and a fuller context in the 2—20 memo to Friends
(via Clerics) on the subject of YM Ousiness, a copy of which I enclose. As I
stated In the Continuing Committee discussion, there is no way of
predicting whether one hour will be sufficient or more than sufficient time
to consider these two items before passing them on to the subsequent
business session. If we feel a sense of real unity prior to the end of the
hour, we can proceed to other matters but there is no expectation or
guarantee regarding this. To avoid any misconceptions regarding this, let
me repeat here the statement in the second paragraph of my memo, We are
also striving, as way opens, to limit the consideration of concerns in our
business sessions to those which have not only had the benefit of
considerable seasoning but with regard to which there seems to be evidence
of a potential for reaching unity. It is my personal belief that, as of this
date and for whatever reasons, there is not yet evidence of a potential for
reaching unity regarding FCUN beyond what we achieved last year in an IMYM
business session. It is not up to me to make a unilateral assessment of
this; I believe I am being responsive to the expressions of many Friends,
that this was confirmed by the Continuing Committee in its choice of
subjects for the Threshing and Seasoning Session, and that this can be
tested——if Friends consider It necessary——at the annual gathering.



1720 Linden Avenue
Doulder, Colorado 80304 USA
February 28, 1992

Ursula and Fred Franklin
41 Lonsdale Rood
Toronto, Ontario M4V 1 W4 Canada

Dear Friends,

We recently completed our Continuing Committee meeting to plan for
the InterMountain Yearly Meeting of June 10—14. As you can tell from the
enclosures, I hove assumed additional duties as coordinator of Interest and
Concern Groups. These groups will last one and a half hours each and will be
scheduled simultaneously on three different afternoons——Thursday, Friday,
and Saturday. Since Ursula will have her keynote presentation on Thursday,
I’d suggest that Fred’s Interest Groups be scheduled for Thursday and
Saturday and Ursula’s on Friday. Inform me If you have another preference.

I’ve taken the liberty of setting myself up as the proposer” and to
make some initial entries (which you should change freely as you desire)
Just to initiate the process. There should be two forms for each proposal
and I leave one blank in each case so that whatever you correct or add to the
first form can be presented on a clean form for mailing back to me. The
sooner you can get this all back to me the better. Don’t hesitate to write or
call if you need any assistance with this.

I trust you’re both well.

In Friendly fellowship,

Martin Cobin
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1720 Linden Avenue
Boulder, Colorado 80304
February 28, 1992

Sonda Deal, Clerk
FRIENDS BULLETIN Committee
1620 NW Menlo Drive
Corvallis, Oregon 97330

Dear Sonda Deal:

I’ve been unresponsive to your request for responses to specific
questions and our recently concluded Continuing Committee failed to
approve an Increase in our financial allocation to FRIENDS BULLETIN. The
reason for both unfortunate actions (or inactions) Is that we find ourselves
In the midst of an Identity crisis that must be resolved before we can make
the sort of responses that would have any validity.

In the years of progression from a fellowship to a yearly meeting,
IMYM has become increasingly organized, institutionalized, and involved In
financial commitments and lengthy business sessions. Along with this has
come a growing sense of imbalance and of a weakening of commitment to
spiritual reinforcement and fellowship. A large number of us feel that this
has reached a point where a new decision must be made, consciously,
lovingly, prayerfully, regarding our basic function. It’s quite possible that
what we need Is a means of more effectively doing what we have undertaken
to do. It’s quite possible that what we need is a simplification or
redefinition of what we have undertaken to do. These and related
possibilities merit our attention. Until we have attended to them, we
cannot come to grips with major questions of organizational and financial
Involvement.

I’m aware of the discomfort created for ourselves and for others
while we seek guidance and the articulation of our current awareness
regarding the purpose of IMYM. Based on questions directed by our officers
and Continuing Committee to all our Meetings and Worship Groups and the
responses stimulated by some of these questions, the Continuing Committee
has now addressed two further questions we hope to have considered by
IMYM Friends prior to yearly meeting and then, within the annual gathering,
at a threshing and seasoning session and a subsequent Meeting for Worship
for Business. One of those questions comes in the form of a recommended
change in our operational Guide, “The purpose of IMYM Is to foster spiritual
renewal, fellowship, and community within its constituent Monthly Meetings

a



LAS CRUCES RETREAT
(1992)

For this visit with you, I was asked to explain something of what it
means to me to be a Friend. Since we have no creed, it’s useful for each of
us to consider this now and then and I’m grateful for your prodding me into
doing it for myself at this time. In his book, Friends for Three Hundred
Years. Howard Orinton suggested that a Friend is one who lives in the
manner of Friends. Well, what manner is that? I suppose the best wag to
find out is to observe and to share. What about you? Through your
newsletter, I’ve been observing a bit. By coming here, I hope to share a bit.
I’ve also been with some of you before, of course——in Yearly Meeting and
through visitation——and maybe some of us have shared certain experiences,
together or at different times. One way or another, I have a current
Impression of you.

Worshiping Friends In Las Cruces
Know silence has various uses.
Spiritually led,
“Through action,” they’ve said,
Let’s find out what our Witness induces.”

That limerick includes many of the elements I associate with the
•manner of Friends”: silent worship, spiritual leadings that grow out of the
worship, actions that give witness to concerns and values (primarily
through deeds rather than words——although “plain speaking” can sometimes
be an action in itself), and growth experiences that take us (as a
consequence of our witness) into new relationships and insights.

I suppose there may be elements in the “manner of Friends” that are or
come close to being unique; if so, I believe they’re very few. If we searched
sufficiently far and wide, I’m not sure we couldn’t find people who practice
one or another or several of every one of these elements——even when we
focus on the practices (both actual and idealized) of unprogrammed Meeting
Friends. Silent worship is not unique to Friends, nor is spiritual seeking or
guidance, social concern or action, witness with an emphasis on doing
rather than saying, reaching decisions without voting, absence of a
formalized ministry, a desire to avoid ritual. Certainly we aren’t the only
seekers concerned with peace, non—violence, community, simplicity. If
wwre willing to define religion as loosely as among most of us we define
“God,” there are other religious groups who maintain a sense of Identity
without a creed and without authoritarian structures. Obviously, and
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fortunately, many others seek——some more successfully than others and
some more successfully than us and since long before we come Into
existence——to be humble, sharing, honest, loving. In general, however, I
believe that Friends are set aside from other groups——not because of the
elements, themselves, but because of the combination, within our group, of
all or most of these elements. This doesn’t mean that the combination we
achieve is necessarily better than other combinations; but rather that it
provides us with a greater sense of satisfaction and fulfillment-—which is
why we choose to be Friends. It’s appropriate that those who don’t find such
satisfaction and fulfillment among us should not be Friends and that they
seek for it (hopefully with success) elsewhere.

Being aware of the great variety of elements that go into what we
might call the Friendly combination, I’d like to select some for particular
consideration at this time. The nature of my selection probably will reveal
something of my own orientation as a Friend, at least at this point of time.

George Fox’s Journal contains the following advice, which I want to
share with you, not in its entirety but with care to use the exact words in
the John Nickalls edition.

be patterns, be examples In all countries, places, Islands,
nations, wherever you come; that your carriage and life may
preach among all sorts of people, and to them. Then you will
come to walk cheerfully over the world, answering that or God
in every one...

I’m no more wrapped up in the literal meaning of every word in Fox’s
Journal than I am of every passage of the New or Old Testament or of any
other scriptural writing. I think we can be stimulated, however, by a
careful examination of what the word choices might mean to us. To be
“patterns” or “examples stresses the manner of our living. To preach
through our “carriage” and life” means that behavior is more important than
intellectual concepts and messages. Considerable attention is paid to
relating to people everywhere. We’re not urged to retreat into ourselves or
to associate only with those who share our values but, rather, to go out to
all countries, places, all sorts of people, or, indeed, over the worid. When
Fox urged that we “walk, I suppose it might have been simply another way
of saying, go; after all, he also travelled on horseback and in ships. In a
modern context, however, I like to contrast walking with driving or flying
and focus on the importance of not being too caught up in the process and
speed of movement; we should maintain a pace that allows us to relate, to
share, to empathize. What this means, of course, especially when combined
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with the effort to go everywhere, is an unavoidable, up—close contact with
misery, poverty, pain, suffering, injustice, evil. Despite this, the advice is
not merely to walk over the world. No, we are asked to walk “cheerfully”
over the world.

How can we walk cheerfully in the midst of anguish? There are some
who would answer this question by saying we can walk cheerfully because
we bring salvation but I’d suggest another answer. The last phrase In what
rye quoted does not say, “offering God” or “offering the message of God” to
every one nor even “speaking to that of God in every one”; it says, rather,
“answering that of God in every one.” For me, one vital element in the
“Friendly combination” Is humility. We are seekers. We travel not so much
to bring as to find. We witness not to solutions but to processes and values.
Whatever we may offer as Individuals, or as members of other groups to
which any or many of us may belong, as Friends I believe we propose neither
specific economic actions nor specific political structures. As Friends,
rather, we propose love and we witness to our faith In that of God in all
people, including ourselves. When we come, answering that of God in all, we
are reinforcing that of God in ourselves. We come cheerfully because we
come In expectation of that reinforcement. Those who stay home may ignore
or be overwhelmed by their sense of evil. Those who answer that of God in
“other sorts of people grow in their awareness of the presence of God and
In their ability to walk cheerfully among “if].” sorts of people.

I only see the demons that I hear
about by using eyes of other men
and women. Hatred, ignorance, and fear
create them everywhere, it seems. Yet when
I try to use the vision that’s my own, then
the demons vanish. In their stead I find
but people. Yes, I look and look again
at evil, pain, lndiff’reAce. I’m not blind;
I don’t deny reality; my mind
still functions. Life and circumstances shape
both human “saints” and “sinners.” We who’ve dined
on poison will be sick, may kill, may rape.

If exorcising devils is our need,
for those “possessed” let’s change the food we feed.

I recognize how difficult it can be to strive to answer that of God in
one whos grown up on too much poison and whose sickness is in such an
advanced stage as to seem or even, perhaps, to be beyond our present
abilities to cure. Yet we must retain our larger awareness. Our worship
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will heip us maintain this awareness. Our experience in answering that of
God will help us maintain this awareness. Both sources will nurture, will
Increase, our abilities to soothe and to cure. Our humility will also allow us
to accept our limitations when we can neither soothe nor cure.

While it may feel more comfortable to “stay at home” and not walk
over the world, such behavior will never contribute anything to changing the
poison on which so many feed. You may wonder as to whether we ever can
change the poison. For some, at least, there’s evidence that we can and do.
Perhaps this, In Itself, is enough to make us keep trying. But I don’t think
that for us, as Friends, intellectual decisions about trying or not trying have
any relevance. We merely live out cycles of worship and witness. Our
worship leads us to a greater sensitivity to that of God in all, including
ourselves. This leads us to respond to that of God in ourselves by going out
to answer that of God in others. The going out and the answering-—which
can occur only if we listen——reinforces our awareness and our cheerfulness
and our spiritual strength; but it also Increases other sensitivities, drains
us in many ways, and brings us to moments of frustration and despair.
Because of our humility, we recognize the normal humanity of these
reactions. Like the fighter of forest fires who accepts the need for rest, we
don’t abandon our efforts; we return to the Meeting for Worship for
refreshment, fresh insights, new energies.

I grew up in the mountains.
I’m still growing.

My schoolhouse roof was the sky
and the earth did fine for a floor and there were no walls

-—none.
I learned a lot in the mountains.

I’m still learning:
about the peaks and the valleys,
life and death,
how nothing remains the same

——nothing.
The sky’s blue, the sun warm, the air clear;
or the night comes
——a darkness filled with a million stars.
I walk on a carpet of needles and pine
and I listen to the singing wind;
or the air and the ground grow white with the falling snow
and I lean hard into the howling gale
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and feel the grip of the icy cold;
or the wind calms
and the snowfall stops
and the trees stand black in the moonlit snow
end I stand for a moment
and listen to the silence

-—for a moment.
A moment can be a long time
but a long time is only a moment

II

High in the mountains I’ve learned to be attentive.
The sunset and sunrise have a beauty

that fades quickly.
The flowers are delicately gorgeous

but small.
The elk appear

and disappear.
The birds amve and build their nests
and fill the air with song

and fly away.
The water comes in flakes of white;
as soon as the flakes begin to melt
the earth and the plants and the animals drink
until all of the snow has melted away

and is gone;
then we wait for the next snow.
Will it come in time?
For some, yes; for some, no.
On a few mountains there’s always snow

—-on a few.

III

I’ve been alone in the mountains
——completely alone.

I’ve learned the joy of solitude
but I cawt live alone

except for a moment.
I can’t stay in the mountains forever;
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not even for the human forever
that is only a moment in a larger forever
that is only a moment

——a longer moment.
Because up in the mountains I hear what I don’t want to hear

but can’t avoid:
the cry of those to whom I belong;
those who live where I too must live

——within walls
where life and death are not held In a common embrace,
where the sky is grey and the sun is pale,
the air polluted,
the struggle constant,
and silence stupor;
where in the midst of the noise and the movement
only the thunder is heard,
only the lightning is seen,
only the crowd brings distraction
from loneliness, from isolation, from the fear

of being alone.

Iv

Probing for oil in the arid desert,
plowing the soil of the open plains,
pulling the nets from the rolling sea, doing the business of the hustling city,
I remember the mountains and the lessons learned
and I pause for a moment

--only a moment
and sense that within me,

deep within me,
I’ve a need to know the mountains are waiting
and I don’t have to be there to be there
but some day I will be there

again
for a moment.

Obviously, I can’t go on and explore all the elements of interest to me
in this Friendly combination. We’ll consider many more——within ourselves
or as a group——in the course of our retreat. Delore concluding my present
comments, however, I find myself led by the elements of humility and
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honesty to make the following observation. Our national penchant for
entertainment seems to seek out the dramatic and to distort our perception
of life by focusing too extensively on what we think will grab attention.
One consequence or manifestation of this is that people with social
concerns have a tendency to become more involved in large, organizational
efforts to overcome major, newsworthy problems than to deal with the
mundane problems confronting the next—door neighbor or the child in our
own home. The desire to answer that of God in all people should not lead us
to ignore some people until they attempt suicide, become addicted to drugs.
or become victimized by something that shocks us. We should realize that
going out over the world is more a matter of diversity of values than of
geographic mileage. We should recognize and appreciate the importance of
undramatic patterns, examples, and witnesses; these may be as difficult and
significant as those that are more attention—getting or exotic; the
undramatic may sometimes require the maximum of our limited capacities.

An evergreen behind my house stands tall
as it can stand. As yet it isn’t much
more tall than I. So when the snowflakes fall
their burden placed upon the tree is such
as makes it bend and droop to touch the ground.
The sky will clear; the sun will melt the snow;
the tree will rise——most times. But since I’ve found
the sun can be too slow, I often go
(aware that what is bent too long may break)
and shake the snow away to free the tree.
And so around——each one a turn will take:
the evergreen, the elements, and me.

You know, there’s joy in learning how to play
this quiet game of shaking snow away.

This would be a good place for me to stop. When I prepared these
comments and reached this place, I did stop. As days passed, however, I
kept being haunted by the thought that I hadn’t been completely responsible.
I’d led you through the George Fox passage word by word——almost. One
exceedingly important word I used but did not confront__eGod. Why did I
avoid this? Because we have so many different ideas and feelings? Because
the reason we are seekers is that none of us knows the meaning? Was I
taking the easy way out of a difficult or impossible situation? After
allowing additional days to go by, I was rescued by my humility. Nobody is
looking to me for the truth, I realized. My task here is not to instruct but
to stimulate——myself as well as others. So why not share something of my
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own searching and where it:s brought me at this point in the journey? Why
not deal with this as with the rest? Admittedly, much has been omitted but
isn’t this word extremely central? Isn’t this one of the words, possibly a
key word, in Fox’s passage? I finally decided to respond to the challenge.

Using words to talk about God is doomed to failure, as I perceive it——
If the goal Is to define. Definition Is a rational process; it’s within the
limited scope of human abilitles.What I sense of God is far too complex to
be intellectually perceived, understood, and explained. If we’re embarked on
a journey, however, there must be some sense of what the goal might be
like——at least enough of a sense to motivate us to undertake the voyage and
persist In dealing with the difficulties. Minimally, there must be some sort
of conviction that the goal exists and a curiosity to experience it. There are
those who lack any sense of the nature or existence of the goal; they lost it
or they never had it. There are those who tell us they’ve reached the goal,
that’s where they are, and it’s wonderful. What credibility we give to such
people depends on who they are and who we are; also, probably, on what they
are as they exist In this state of Thaving anived. There are also those like
myself who believe we’ve sensed a little but enough and experienced a little
but enough to want to sense and experience more. We don’t face inevitable
failure in talking about God if we do so not to define but to stimulate a
greater awareness of what we’ve sensed and experienced.

For myself, the experience of God is in some ways similar to the
experience of love, beauty, happiness, fulfillment. God Is to be experienced,
not possessed. We are the ones possessed. God may, at times, be associated
with or seem to emanate from tangible objects or measurable matter but is
neither tangible nor measurable. Seeking God, like seeking happiness, does
not imply a condition of never having found that for which we search. To the
contrary, the more often we find and experience God, the stronger is our
sense of God’s existence and the more determined our effort to achieve
further experience. I feel, In humility and honesty, that I frequently
experience God. I feel you and most people frequently do so as well (many of
you more often or more powerfully than I), but In many cases you fall to
realize it because of misguided expectations. If I ask, Have you ever heard
the voice of God speak to you out of a burning bush? most or all of you will
say, No. If I ask, Have you ever had a vision appear to you out of nowhere
in the form of a man with a white beard and horns, or of a woman with a
tender expression and a halo, or of a man with a crown of thorns, or of one
with the appearance of Vishnu, Buddha, Mahomet, or one you take to be a
messenger of God? most or all of you will say, No. And after each No I
will say, Maybe you never wlll. But If I ask, Have you ever experienced
love or happiness or moments of fulfillment? Have you ever responded to
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the beautiful’?” “Have you ever been joyful?” most or all of you will say,
“Yes.” Then I might ask such a question as this, “If, right now, you’re not
experiencing love or beauty or happiness, do you think you might again and
do you want to do so?” Or I could take you to an appropriate place and say,
“Look at these people who seem hungry and sick and in pain. Do you believe,
if care is provided, they have the capacity to love, to respond to beauty, to
experience happiness?” Finally, I will ask, “Although sensitivi ties differ
and the capacities and manners of response differ, do you believe all living
things on the earth and the earth itself have potential for fulfillment?” If
you answer, “Yes” to any of these questions then I will say as I do now,
“You’ve shared with me the sense of the existence of what I call “God” and
the experience of what I take to be “God.”

As I look in the world, since I am part of the world:

In the smallest of flowers
In the sunrise and the sunset
In the tenderness of love

I find what I seek.

In the struggle and cruelty
In the sickness and violence
In the nightmares and the fears

I find what I seek.

In the lightning and thunder of storm
In the pain and the joy of birth
In the grief and relief of death

I find what I seek.

Apparent or hidden
Nurtured and glorious
Distorted or deeply buried

I find potential.

As I look among people, since I am a person:

In the potential for loving and being loved
In the potential for creating and responding to beauty
In the potential for fulfillment

I rina 6od
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2-20-1992

To: Friends of IMYM (via Clerics)
From: Martin Cobin, IMVM Cleric
Subject: VII Business

I am led to share my personal understanding of some aspects of IMYM
business so that Friends will understand my orientation as I preside over
the Meetings of Worship for Business and for Threshing/Seasoning. I desire
such understanding and I ask for your support (This may overlap with
another mailing to Continuing Committee Representatives from the
Continuing Committee Clerk but I see no harm in the emphasis gained by
repetition.) I ask the Clerks to disseminate this as soon as possible.

The reports from the Monthly Meetings and Worship Groups and the
deliberations of the Continuing Committee reveal a widespread and strongly
felt desire to limit the time devoted to IMYM business during the annual
gathering and to increase the opportunities for spiritual enrichment and
fellowship. In setting up the 1992 IMYM Schedule, therefore, we are seeking
to use our business time more efficiently. We will provide access to much
information outside the framework of the business sessions. We are
increasing the opportunity to work toward fuller understanding and unity
prior to the consideration of concerns within the business sessions. We are
also striving, as way opens, to limit the consideration of concerns in our
business sessions to those which have not only had the benefit of
considerable seasoning but with regard to which there seems to be evidence
of a potential for reaching unity. The Continuing Committee has identified
two items that we believe meet these criteria; these regard 1) the purpose
of IMYM and 2) site selection and utilization.

We want to make two specific recommendations, therefore, to be
further seasoned through careful consideration among Friends between now
and the time of our annual gathering. We are also including a
‘Threshing/Seasoning Session in the IMYM Schedule to consider these two
recommendations. This session will be, essentially, a Meeting of Worship
for Business in which we seek guidance in moving toward a fuller
understanding and appreciation of the matters under consideration and of
our own orientations toward them. The reason to not designate this simply
as a business session is to indicate the fact that we do not seek to come to
unity within the session itself but rather to prepare ourselves to do so at
the subsequent business session.

Recommendations



1. Current wording of the Guide (p.1) reads: ‘The purpose of IMYM is to
foster spiritual renewal, fellowship, and community. IMYM is responsible
for overseeing the life and witness of the Religious Society of Friends
within its constituent Monthly Meetings end Worship Groups.” It is
recommended that this be changed to read: ‘The purpose of IMYM is to foster
spiritual renewal, fellowship, and community within its constituent Monthly
Meetings and Worship Groups.”

2. We recommend selecting Fort Lewis College as the preferred site for our
1993 gathering and committing ourselves to utilize this (or any) Yeariy
Meeting site consistent with our Quaker values.

Background

1. Guide modification
There Is a felt need to avoid confusion regarding the meaning of

“overseeing.” There is also awareness of differences of perception as to the
structure and obligations of a Yearly Meeting. The more institutionalized
we become, the more we extend our need for representation, financial
obligation, reporting procedures, and business deliberation. Some Friends
believe such “institutionalization” lessens the IMYM focus on spiritual
renewal, fellowship, and community and should be addressed outside the
Yearly Meeting. Other Friends, however, consider more organizational
involvement by IMYM a means of increasing the effectiveness of our witness
and our efforts to come to grips with problems of catastrophic proportions.

2. Site selection and utilization.
Our continuing site searching has not yet identified a 1993 site more

satisfactory than Fort Lewis College. At the same time, many of us
consider that 1) Fort Lewis College is extremely well suited to us; 2) it
suffers in comparison with a previous site that has to a significant degree
been mythologised and is, in any case, not an available option; and 3) we
have been in some instances remiss and embarrassingly un—Quakerly in our
utilization of it. In our use of any site, we could profit from a more
conscious awareness of how our own attitude and behavior can affect the
nature of our experience and the satisfactions we derive. Is it not
appropriate for us to commit ourselves to “be present where we are,” to
fulfill our potential as Friends in our utilization and appreciation, and In
answering to that of God in all with whom we relate wherever we hold our
annual gathering?



To: Pat Corbett, Clerk. Arizona Half—Vearli
rmria Krenz, Clerk:, Colorado Regional
L:athy Turner, Clerk, New Mexico Regional
Anette Greenberg, Clerk, Utah Friends Fellowship

From: Martin Cobin (1720 Linden Ave., boulder, CO ;O3O4)
Subject: Appointments and Nominations
Date: 2—27— 1 2

Please check the IMYII Guide Nominations arid Appointments section.
noting particularly pages 3 and 4. I did not receive any notification from
you prior to this month’s Continuing Committee meeting and if I am to
function etlectivelq as IMYM Clerk it’s vital that: 1) I know the present
status (names, addresses, telephone numbers, terms of office including
ending dates, and position involved for everyone currently designated——
please determine someone if there is nobody now involved; and 2) be
notified concerning replacements as theij occur. Randl.i Herrick—Stare needs
this same information; if you wish me to pass along to him what you
communicate to me, please ask me specificall! to do so.

I’d appreciate responses from you as soon as possible, even if you
must begin with a partial response. I’ve been getting requests from other
organizations for information I don’t have. Also, in preparing for the June
gathering, I cannot move on certain matters because of the gaps in my
awareness. Please help me!

i’ve found out, i nc:i dentally, that FCNL——whi oh doesn’t know our
representatives——has been confronted with two problems. One of these is
that the!’ve been given conflicting messaqes about a specific Friend who is
or is not an IMYM representative. The other is that their by—laws allow us
six representatives and our Guide calls for one or two from each “Regional
Meeting” which could add up to eight. I suggest that if you designate two,
you determine one as an alternate who could go if there were both room and
a desire. If you have a better solution, let me know.

I await your early responses. My telephone number, if you need and
don’t have it, is 303/442-5047. Thank gau.



1720 Linden Avenue
Eioulder, L:olorado 0304
Februarq 27. 192

David Fioqnton
Friends Committee on National Legislation
245 Second Street
Washi nqton, E:i.C. 20002—57g5

Dear David,

It’s correct that 1MYII Representatives to FCNL are appointed bu our
Regional Meetings. I’m in the process of deterrni ni riq who the! are and, when
this 15 iDI ear to me, I’ll pass the i ntm—mati on on to iou. I’ve never found
communication to be one of the strong suits of Friends——including musel f. I
appreciate your mentioning that we’re allowed six representatives. (The
“copy enclosed’ FE:NL by—laws mentioned in your letter were not enclosed,
incidentally.) Our procedural l3uide indicates that each Regional Meeting can
appoint one or two and we have four regions. Interesting. Hopefuil! we’ll
get this ironed out. You can expect to hear from me again before too long.

It was nice to get your letter. You may recall that I didn’t go beyond
my one gear as Western Field Secretarg because of my desire to spend more
time with June, realizing that we were reaching an age where the future had
progressively more uncertainties about it. It turns out that not too long
after that——as you mag not know——I had an operation for cancer followed bg
radiation therapy. I weathered that pretty well and have been sufficiently
active to finish out a term as Clerk: of Oouider Meeting and then to take on
this job as iMYII Clerk. July 23rd will be two years after the conclusion of
my post—operation therapy. During the therapy, I actually rehearsed and
played a srnol 1 role i ni one of the produc:ti oris of the Colorado Shakespeare
Festival (Adam in As You Like it), feeling merely that my energy level had
been reduced to that of most people my age. So far, so good but I must be
truthful and adrni t that I ‘rn showi rig si gnis of being past mg prime.

Your letter’s on file. All the data you request Wii be supplied as fullu
as possible before the end of March or sooner.

Warrni regards,

fiartiri Cobin



C.Vfl

2-27-1992

Dear Elizabeth1

Thank you for your very prompt reply to my most recent mailing. I
appreciate and respect your sense of priorities. I regret that financial
factors deny IMYM Friends the benefit of participation by Cochise Friends.
Knowing that your sense of where to place resources might lead you to not
come anyway. I am still moved to draw your attention to the possible
availability of supportive funds from either Arizona Half—Yearly or
InterMountain Yearly Meetings. If you wish to explore the availability of
these, I’d encourage you to do so. Normally this would be done first with
your Half—Yearly Meeting Clerk, Pat Corbett, for whom I have an address of
HCR Box 745, Benson, AZ 85602.

I believe I understand your forthright preference for emeat over
fellowship” but I’m moved to make a comment about that. I would be In

complete agreement with you If you’re thinking of “fellowship” as no more
than fun and games or Idle chit—chat; it can be much more, however.
Fellowship can be the completely unstructured interaction among people
who enjoy each others company. What happens during such interaction
depends very much upon the nature of the people who are sharing. Out of
this sort of fellowship may come such benefits——to name only a few——as
understanding, reinforcement, spiritual enrichment, intellectual
stimulation, an enlargement of appreciation or tolerance or shared
experience. This summer we’re hoping to engage In a work project on which
Friends of various ages may be able to work together to create something of
value to benefit the college that hosts our gathering. This Is intended to be
a way of saying “thank you” and, if we’re successful, the work project will
provide periods of fellowship among those who participate. Of course, I am
all in favor of “meat”; I just don’t want to overlook the benefits that can be
derived from fellowship.

So you and I share some thoughts with each other——a bit of fellowship
between us. I’ll close with a time honored phrase.

In Friendly fellowship,

Martin Cobin
Clerk, IMYM
1720 Linden Avenue
Boulder, CO 80304

rrt.:
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EiE PRESENT WHERE YOLI ARE

Welcome to the 10th session of Intermountain Yearly Meetiraq. This
promises tU Lie a rich experience for all who attend and it has the potential
to be an important point in the historical development of the Yearly Meeting.
Here is an opportunity for Friends of all ages, from all parts of the IiIYM
area, to reinforce one another in worship and fellowship, in the sharing of
experiences, in growth of understanding, and in determininq where and how
we wish to proceed in meeting the challenges and opportunities that
confront us as we seek to be present where we are.

One of the places we are is the larger societ! in which we find
ourselves. This will be addressed by our guest speaker, Ursula Franklin, a
Canadian Friend, a retired Pnjfessor of Engineering at the University of
Toronto, and author of The Real World of Technology. The title of her talk
will be. “Quaker Witness in a Technological Society.”

Another place we me is within l[IYM. In this context we seek to make
our yearly gathering program as rich as possible——which depends on the
prior preparations• quality of participation of those who attend. The
awareness of what has already been done, what is underway, and what is
likely to develop as we eHperiment with some new procedures and
formats*, leads us to a keen sense of anticipation.

From the 9th (the “extra day”) through the 14th of June. we will be at
Fort Lewis College in Durango, Colorado. Here, too, we will seek, as Friends,
to be present where we are. We hope as many as possible will participate
and that the opportunities for financial assistance, the availability of
camping in a relativelu nearby location, and the possibility of kitchen
sharing (check with registrars) will facilitate this.

In keeping with the concern to be present where we are, I ann moved
to offer the following queries in the hope that we will reflect upon them as
we contemplate registration and then, again, when we arrive in Duranqo:

1 Do we corrie to this yearly gathering of Friends in the expectation of
receivinq and contributing to spiritual experience and enrichment?

2. Do we conic to this gathering of Friends in the expectation of joining in
fell owshi p?



1720 Linden Avenue
Doulder, Colorado 60304
February 26, 1 92

Chuck Rostkowski
2630 Marilyn Drive
Ogden, Utah 64403

Dear Chuck,

This is in response to your mailing of the 10th. Consistent with the
procedures discussed at Continuing Committee, it would seem evident that
the Salt Lake City Monthly Meeting minute requesting an IMYM Committee on
Ministry and Counsel needs seasoning among other Friends of IMYM. Since
we are at an intial stage of this process, it is appropriate that you or the
Salt Lake City Meeting take the lead. You have done so in bringing this to the
attention of the Continuing Committee but, given the crowded agenda. it’s
unlikely that this received the attention it merits.

To move ahead constructively, I would encourage you to take one of
two steps or both. 1) Write a letter to each of the Monthly Meetings sharing
this concern. 2) Organize a Concern Group at the IMYM gathering to seek
guidance on this matter. If you wish to set up a Concern Group, its
effectiveness would be increased trememndously if you wrote to each
Monthly Meeting in advance to invite their participation.

I’m enclosing Concern Group Proposal forms. If you wish to use these,
please process them as soon as is feasible.

Sincerely,

Martin Cobin
Clerk, IMYM

‘1
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Cynthia Taylor
1206 Candelaria Road NW
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87107

Dear Cynthia,

It seems to me you might want to take the Initiative In planning an
Interest or Concern Group or two——and, perhaps, touch base with David
Henkel In the process. I enclose two proposal forms for your use; you can
duplicate them If more are needed.

I enjoyed seeing you In Denver.

Regards,

Martin Cobin



1720 Linden Avenue
Boulder, Colorado 80304
February 28, 1992

Dennis Barrett
2351 South Clayton Street
Denver, Colorado 80210-5417

Dear Dennis Barrett,

I’m now in a position to respond to your mailing of the 9th of this
month regarding the Group on Lesbian, Gay & Bisexual Concerns. You offered
five suggestions and I’ll try to respond to each of them. I’ll do this within
the context of the efforts we’re making to try to simplify the formal
business at the annual gathering.

1. I believe the responses of Meetings to the Utah Friends minute has
already been solicited by Randy and is summarized in his report to
Continuing Committee. Additional input came to him since then. You might
wish to check that out with him, prepare a separate statement, and even add
to the available data by, yourself, soliciting additional responses directly
from any Meetings that either did not respond or indicated an in—process
status that might change prior to IMYM. I see no reason why you could not
prepare an udated report on all this and submit it in 20 copies for Inclusion
In the Report Loose Leaf Binders and the Report Bulletin Board we expect to
make available at IMYM. This would take care of the reporting you seek by
taking advantage of all the data already collected. Then your Interest or
Concern Group could go on from there. I enclose forms for you to fill out In
order to set up such a Group (1 and 1/2 hours In duration).

2 and 3. Some potential uses of the Boswell video were discussed at
the Continuing Commlttee.as was the concept of a presentation to Young
Friends. I assume you’ll follow up on this. What Young Friends do Is
basically their decision. If you feel a need for the video showing and no way
opens to provide this, then you could organize an Interest Group to show and
discuss it. I enclose forms for this as well.

4. A literature table is no problem. You should arrange this with
Leslie Stephens if you haven’t yet done so (420—1462). You might also wish
to suggest specific books or pamphlets to be made available in the
bookstore. The bookstore Is being handled by Barbara and Bruce Neal (939—
9724).



1720 Linden Avenue
Boulder, Colorado 60304 USA
February 26, 1 92

Ursula end Fred Franklin
41 Lonsdale Road
Toronto, Ontario M4V 1 W4 Canada

Dear Friends,

We recently completed our Continuing Committee meeting to plan for
the InterMountain Yearly Meeting of June 10—14. As you can tell from the
enclosures, I have assumed additional duties as coordinator of Interest and
Concern Groups. These groups will last one and a half hours each and will be
scheduled simultaneously on three different afternoons——Thursday, Friday,
and Saturday. Since Ursula will have her keynote presentation on Thursday,
I’d suggest that Fred’s Interest Groups be scheduled for Thursday and
Saturday and Ursula’s on Friday. Inform me if you have another preference.

I’ve taken the liberty of setting myself up as the proposer” and to
make some initial entries (which you should change freely as you desire)
just to initiate the process. There should be two forms for each proposal
and I leave one blank in each case so that whatever you correct or add to the
first form can be presented on a clean form for mailing back to me. The
sooner you can get this all back to me the better. Don’t hesitate to write or
call if you need any assistance with this.

I trust you’re both well.

In Friendly fellowship,

Martin Cobin



1720 Linden Avenue
Doulder, Colorado 80304
February 28, 1992

Ted Church
4ArcoNW
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87120

Dear Ted,

First, thanks for the materials you send me.

Second, I enclose proposal forms for Interest Groups. I’ll let you take
It from there. Duplicate the forms If you need more. You may also wish to
provide written reports that can be shared with Friends; these must be brief
and submitted In 20 copies If you want to utilize our planned dissemination
procedures (in lieu of oral reports at a business session).

Third, I want to give you a personal explanation of some Important
developments and offer further interaction about them if you so desire.
There seemed to be a flood of responses from Monthly Meetings and
individual Friends calling for less business and more spiritual nurture and
fellowship at IMYM. Maybe we simply need to be more efficient. Maybe we
have to narrow the scope of what IMYM is about. We seek to get at thIs by
recommending a change in the Guide statement of purpose. This was sent to
all Clerics and there is a great need for this to be carefully and prayerfully
considered in all Meetings prior to our annual gathering. The wording,
“The purpose of IMYM is to foster spiritual renewal, fellowship, and
community within its constituent Meetings and Worship Groups” is
significant in the concentration of its focus. This should be understood to
mean that other concerns of Friends should be addressed, on an
organIzational business level, outside the framework of the Yearly Meeting.
Addressing these other concerns at the time of our annual gathering in non
business sessions is another matter; the sharing of information,
experiences, and concerns may well nurture spiritual growth, fellowship,
and community.

Sincerely,

Martin Cobin

I
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Dear Susan and Allen Hubbard,

Somebody has to go through the process of scheduling the
Intermountain Quaker Writers Group. Under the circumstances of Norma’s
present concern end location, I thought I’d send you the necessary forms. I
leave it to you to do what seems best.

So far I’ve only gotten through the first chapter of your manuscript,
Allen. As I anticipated, I found it fascinating. It has good clarity, too. If I
move too slowly on this, give me a jog.

Thanks for your help.



La justlcia, la paz, g la unidad de la creaclon

Graclas por su Inyltacion. Recuerdo un poco de ml espanol pero,

desgraciadamente, se me ha olvidado mucho. Deseo hablar en su lenguaje, si

es posible. Por eso, escribi ml comentarlo g le dije a un amigo, Favor de

leer esto g agudarme. No deseo simular nada. SI que espanol es debil, si que

hag muchos errores de gramatica, si que estilo literarlo es horrible. En este

respecto, favor de no camblarlo mucho. Deseo comunicarme pan compartir

un poco de ml entendimiento g——lo que es mas importante——para estimular

los pensamientos de mis amigos en Mexlco. Ahora, en este momento, digo a

ustedes, Tavor de agudarme con su paciencla su faculdad de comprender.

Hag un problema mug grande——el tema. Es dificil. Pan considerar los

vinculos entre Ia justicia, la paz, g la unidad de Ia creacion, es necesarlo

comprender estos conceptos mug abstractos complicados. No estog seguro

de poder explicar estos conceptos en ingles de una manera que mis amigos

en ml mismo pals puedan entenderme. ?V ahora, aqul, en espanol? ‘log a

I ntentar

Pan ml, la justicia es un concepto de la leg g de la moralidad. Con

respecto a Ia leg, deseamos Igualdad. Las mismas leges deben gobernar la

vida de todos——rlcos g pobres, fuertes g debiles, hombres g mujeres,

independente de la religion, raza, culture. Frecuentamente, las leges de un

pals son diferentes de las leges de un otro pals. Cuando vlajamos por los

poises varlos, hag que aceptar el sistema legal de coda uno. Es posible que

un sistema sea mejor que otro. Clan, podemos aprender g trabajar pan

hacer mejor nuestro mismo sistema. Tatoeba los que desean una socledad de

1



Paz interior durante Ia guerra o la violencia. Es posible tambien vivir sin

Paz Interior durante los anos qua el mundo llama una epoca de la paz. Clam,

preferimos vivir con las dos-—la paz exterior a Interior. No es necesario

explicar por qua, creo, pam posiblemente as util expllcar algunas de las

diferanclas pam entender las causas g las consecuencias de cada condicion.

Generalmente, la fuenta de Ia violencla exterior as una necesidad

obtener algo importante que no tenemos g que no podemos conseguir como

deseamos do otra manor-a. Debemos pagar un prado al conseguir algo por

medio de la violencia pert creemos que este preclo as menos qua el precio

de no lograr 10 qua suponemos necesario. ?Como camblar esto?

Posiblemente podamos hacarlo damaslado dificil——un preclo da la violancia

cada vaz mas alto puada parecar al final mas qua el valor de 10 qua

dasaamos. Posiblemente podemos encontrar otras maneras do conseguir lo

qua daseamos. Entoncas, podemos dascubrir quo otras cosas pueden ser

suficientes g 10 que deseabamos agar, hog no as nacesario. Tamblan, a vacas

as posible hacer una decision morel——qua el precio qua otros tienen qua

pager como rasultado de nuastra violencia as damasiado alto g por eso

viviremos sin toner lo qua daseamos. En tel caso. evitamos la violencla

exterior pare obtener una paz Interior.

La fuante de la violencla Interior as un conflicto entra nuestros

valores morales g otras influencias. A veces la calidad del alma mueve a

alguien a hacer grandes cosas sin miedo ni temor. Esto as un ejemplo de la

paz interior. Los animalas g los sares organicos sin valores morales no

tienen conflictos Interiores; en estos casos as necesario simplemente

obadecar los Instintos naturalas pare conocer la paz interior.

3
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vinculos——entre el creador g el producto; entre la cosa nueva u las cosas

antlguas (o los materlales) qua son partes de la cosa nueva. La naturaleza

de los materlales, de las cosas antiguas, u del creador, in!lugen en la

naturaleza de la cosa nueva. A cause de estos vinculos e intluencias hag una

unidad de todos——la unidad de la creaclon. V edemas es importante el

concepto del proceso. La creacion no es un tenomeno solamente de un

momento. Es un proceso contlnuo. En consecuencia, se relacionan Ia

antiguedad, la actualidad, g el tuturo.

He hablado un poco de la creaclon, de la unidad de la creaclon, u de los

verbs vinculos. Posiblemente as mejor considerar estas cosas

individualmente. Dije que la mentalidad humane es limitada. Es verdad,

?no? Naturalmente, como un ser humano, ml mentalidad tamblen es

limitada. Ahora no puedo hablar solamente de un aspecto, de un elemento.

Las interrelacbones son demaslado complicadas. Nuestra mentalidad es

limitada, si, g es verdad que el poder humano es igualmente limitado.

Tatoeba, como seres humanos, tenemos capacidades especlales—-podemos

crear—-podemos hacer algo nuevo. Es importante considerar esta capacidad

cuando examinamos los vinculos entre la justicia, la paz, u la unidad de la

creacion. ?Es posible examiner esto ahora, aqul, sin demasiada contusion?

lOjalal

Cuando hablamos de la creacbon, posiblemente pensamos en Ia

naturaleza. En la epoca moderna, a cause de Ia polucbon, pensamos mucho en

la naturaleza. Comprendemos qua la naturaleza as importante. Plenso 10

mismo, pare creo qua necesitamos una persepectiva correcta.

5



uso de los metodos de is paz 69 semeJante——no es por is certeza del exito

sino por nuestros valores g nuestra preparacion pars el futuro. Con respecto

a nuestros vslores, is participacion en is violencis exterior destruge is paz

interior. Tsmblen, las personas de paz son necessriss pars spogar a is

gente—-psr-a descubrir las soluciones de los probiemss que existen g pars

reconstruir is sociedad despues de is violencis. Un concepto mug importante

pars considersr puedo expressr como uns pregunta——?porque nos

preocupamos proteger los seres humsnos? Eilos viven 0 mueren. ?Que

dlferencis hag pars is totslldsd del universo? Es una pregunts Interesante,

?verdsd? ?Y su respuests?

A mi, no me imports is vids futura de los seres humanos a menos que

ellos tengan cualidades 0 rasgos de mucho valor ?Los tienen? Creo que si.

Tienen una capscidad——una capacidad que podemos lismar, como miembros

de is Sociedad de los Amigos, 1a iuz interlor. Vivimos de una msners mals

o buena——is luz se esconde de otros de nosotros mlsmos o Is iuz brilis. Sin

is luz somos animales sin mucho vaior. Vivir 0 morir, no es importante en

tal csso, no hag diferencia. Como seres humanos, is unidsd significativa de

is creaclon existe cusndo hag un vincuio entre todas las partes del universo

que incluge nuestra potencislidad completa——que Incluge nuestra luz

interior

?De donde viene ests luz interior? Es un regalo Los que profesan una

reilgion dicen, de Dlos.° Lo que es importante es entender que es posibie

sumentsr ei poder de Is luz. ?Como? Por is msnera en que vivimos. Es

verdad que is iuz no es simpiemente una palabra 0 un concepto. La manera en

que vivimos sostiene ei poder de is luz. La luz es parte de is natursieza, si,

7



1720 Linden Avenue
Boulder, Colorado 80304
March 3, 1992

Betsy Bertels, Clerk
Chemise Friends Preparative Meeting
P.O. Box 8302
Sante Fe, New Mexico 87504

Deer Betsy Bertels and Chemise Friends:

Thank you for my copy of your Minute regarding site of Yearly Meeting
and the possible value of splitting into two Yearly Meetings. Your procedure
facilitates the careful consideration that must be given to this and, of
course, addresses one of the items already scheduled for our attention in
June.

You indicated a lack of knowledge as to certain addresses. The
various Worship Groups in Wyoming all relate to the Wyoming Friends
Meeting, which is not a member of IMYM. If you wish to communicate with
Wyoming Friends, I think the most effective way would be through a letter
to the Clerk, Donn Kesselhelm, 22 Pheasant Run Drive, Lender, WY 82520. I
am not currently aware of a Western Nebraska group end there is only one
Friend currently in Steamboat Springs (Ken Janson, Box 1800, Steamboat
Springs, CO 80477). The Westslde Worship Group is composed of Mountain
View Friends who simply hold worship in another pert of Denver; they
participate actively in the Meetings for Business of Mountain View. The
Convenor of Western Slope Worship Group is Steve Smileck, 2755 103 Road,
Cerbondale, CO 81623.

As you indicated, the Continuing Committee is well aware of the
concerns you expressed in your Minute. So, too, is the Long Range PLanning
Committee. The search for a constructive solution is ongoing. To make a
suitable arrangement, as I’m sure you’re aware, it will be necessary to
locate a site that meets or best meets the various needs. Dividing into two
Yeariy Meetings as a solution to the problem——independent of other factors
that might make such e division advenetegeous or diasdvantageous——
assumes the ability to find two better sites rather then one. Whether it
will be possible to find two better sites as a consequence of needing
facilities at each plece for a smaller number of people is e question for
which I don’t have an answer. I believe an answer to that question will have
to be provided before any division could be undertaken, however. I’m not
suggesting that either desirability or feasibility is of primary importance



1720 Linden Avenue
Boulder. Colorado 80304
March 4, 1g92

Dear Donn and Chelsea,

Thanks for the invitation to come to Lender for the spring meeting.
I’ll try to be there in spirit. You know of my desire not to wander too much
or too often; that means I wander but I must be restrained about it. This
fall June and I went to Hong Kong and Japan. We went to Japan to visit with
our son and his wife and his wife’s family (who are Japanese) whom we
hadn’t seen for quite some time. Pete and Rieko hod spent the preceding
year in what was still the Soviet Union and we hadn’t gone there. The
cheapest way to fly to Tokyo was by way of Hong Kong (don’t ask me why) so
we visited briefly there with Chinese friends. Since returning, I’ve made a
short trip to be with Friends in Colorado Springs, a longer trip for a Friends
retreat In Las Cruces, New Mexico, and I’m secheduled to speak at a Friends
gathering in Mexico In May. Oh. yes, I also attended the fall gathering of
Colorado Seneral Meeting of Friends. I believe, between sessions of IMYM,
this is enough for me In my restraint.

The enclosure is a copy of a letter to someone working on updating
records for FWCC; I don’t know whether you’ll hear from him or not

IMYM is going through an Interesting process of self—confrontation. I
believe the central Issue Is the degree to which we do or do not want to be
involved in the busy—ness of the normal Yearly Meeting. As you might
suspect, my personal orientation would be to avoid institutlonaization. As
Clerk, I can facilitate coming to grips with the problem but I must also be
responsive to the leadings that come to all of us and not strive to push
anything. I’m more than curious as to how this all develops. I’ll keep you
posted.

Warn regards,

Martin Cobin



1720 Linden Avenue
Doulder, Colorado 80304
March 4, 1992

Winston Riley III
Riley Systems Corporation
721 Park Avenue
Plainfield, New Jersey 07060-1636

Dear Winston Riley:

I gather that you forwarded to me the card you addressed to Casper
Friends after it was returned to you. To my knowledge your earlier listing
for Casper Friends was erroneous, there never having been a Friends Meeting
there. At all events there is no Casper Friends Meeting now and the Worship
Group in Casper associates with the Wyoming Friends Meeting, currently and
since its recent inception, an independent Meeting not part of any Yearly
Meeting.

For clarification on this, rm sending your card to the Clerk of
Wyoming Friends Meeting, Donn Kesselheim, at 22 Pheasant Run Drive,
Lander, Wyoming 82520. The Kesselheim phone number, if you feel a need
for it, is 307/332—6518. Should you call and get Chelsea Kesselheim, she
will be fully knowledgeable about Wyoming Friends as well.

Sincerely,

Martin Cobin
Clerk, IMYM

c: Donn and Chelsea Kesselheim



1720 Linden Avenue
Boulder, Color-ado 80304
March 7, 1992

Liberty Goodwin
P.O. Box 49501
Sarasota, Floriada 34230 (Tel. 813/371-2995)

Dear Liberty Goodwin,

Enclosed are the necessary forms to apply for setting up an Interest
Group at the 1992 IMYM. Each Interest Group will be scheduled for one and a
half hours and a fair number will be running simultaneously. There is no
way to anticipate how many Friends might attend any given session.

I will ask our Registrar, Barbara Stephens, to send you registration
materials when they are ready——which will not be for a while. Yearly
Meeting will be in Durango, Colorado, June 10—14th. If you decide to come,
you’ll be most welcome. The activity you described on the phone today
sounds both interesting and significant and I wish you success with,
whether ot not I have the pleasure of meeting you this summer.

Sincerely,

Martin Cobin
Clerk, IMYM

c: Barbara Stephens

ne...t...r..1...



3-g-92

Deer Barbara,

I was disappointed to not see you at yesterday’s Meeting for Business.
A particular loss was the lack of any report from our Continuing Committee
representative. Added to that, Richard had not brought my letter to Clerks
regarding the two Items to be considered in preparation for our Threshing
and Seasoning Session nor the Call for Interest and/or Concern Group
proposals. Without copies of my own or time to prepare to talk about these
plus being somewhat sleepy after spending a night with June waIting for her
mother to die (which she did not do), I was ill prepared to be very effective
but I did speak about these matters and asked to have the memos included in
our Miscellany; there will also be a discussion to consider the threshing and
seasoning session items sometime In May. You can do a better Job later.

Anyway, here’s the material I’d brought along to share with you. I
won’t fight the weather today but will get it In the mail tomorrow——which
should meet your deadline of the 15th. The Ursula Franklin letters are self—
explanatory. Maria Informed me that you expected a somewhat formal
welcome with references to the theme, guest speaker, etc. She also said
you wanted something about the Interest and Concern Groups. Randy called
to say you wanted something about the schedule. I send you, therefore, a
rather lengthy (perhaps too lengthy) statement under the heading, BE
PRESENT WHERE YOU ARE; I’ve checked this with Randy, who approves. I’d
like to duplicate a listing of all Interest and Control Groups scheduled in
advance inserted into the registration materials people get on arrival.

I also enclose a copy of a letter I sent to Liberty Goodwin, in which I
say I’ll pass along to you the request that——by this means——I do pass along
to you for the action requested.

Don’t hesitate calling me if you want any more input, If feasible, I
would also like to be included In some future session with the lady from Ft.
Lewis College.

This is, obviously, the season to be snowed. I wish you strength,
patience, and good cheer. Some day, for sure, you’ll shovel your way out.

I



1720 Linden Avenue
Boulder, Colorado 80304
March 10, 1992

Alicia WRen
Casa de los Amigos
Ignacio Marlscal 132
06030 Mexico, D.F. Mexico

Dear Alicia,

Thank you for your recent letter which I received on the same day, but
after, I had tried to contact you by telephone. I was able to speak with Ellen
that day and asked her, therefore, to call you back and Inform you that I
would not be calling back again. I simply wanted to confirm that all was in
order for my participation before I made my flight reservations. Ellen told
me such was the case and your letter gave me the additional information I
needed.

I have arranged to arrive in Mexico City Tuesday, April 28th on
American Flight 403. Scheduled arrival time Is 8:18 P.M. I will have had
dinner on the plane and I plan to proceed directly to the Casa. I’d like to
travel with Friends to Jaumave and back and I’d appreciate it if Friends
could arrange for my bus ticket or whatever; I’ll be happy to reimburse for
the cost of that transportation after I arrive. My return flight from Mexico
City to Colorado is scheduled for 12:35 P.M., Tuesday, May 5th, on American
Flight 1490. ThIs should provide opportunity for some Interaction with
Friends in Mexico City.

Would you be so kind as to inform Ellen of this schedule? Also1 could
you arrange for someone to help me in Mexico City with the Spanish In my
presentation before we leave for Tamaulipas?; it would be wonderful if
Jorge were free to do this since I’d very much like to spend some time with
him.

I look forward to being with you again and before too long.

With warn regards,

Martin Cobin



1720 Linden Street
Boulder, Colorado 80304
March 11, 1992

Liz Yeats and Kenneth Sutton
Publication
Friends General Conference
1216 Arch Strret, 28
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107

Dear Friends,

The Bookstore at InterMountain Yearly Meeting is being managed this
summer by

Barbara and Bruce Neal
629 Dixon, Gold Hill
Boulder, CO 80302

I have informed the Neals of the materials you sent and made
arrangements for them to get these materials when they come to the next
Meeting for Worship. Thank you for this very fine service you provide.

Sincerely,

Martin Cobin
Clerk, IMYM



1720 Linden Avenue
Boulder, Colorado 00304
March 11, 1992

Dear Elizabeth Taylor and Bob Stucklen, Long Range Planning Committee:

I want to apologize if I seemed somewhat abrupt during our telephone
conversation last night. This is a trying time for us here with lots of lost
sleep as wWve been going through the latest of a series of possible last
hours in the life of June’s (mu wife) mother. It’s now 5:00 A.M. and I’m
impelled to share some more with you.

In re—reading the draft of the CC Minutes Carol Clark sent me, I see
that Elizabeth is not listed among the attenders; this should be corrected.
The minutes include the following: “Elizabeth Bailey presented the report of
the Long Range Planning Committee (attached) and introduced Nichoe Lichen
to give details concerning College of Santa Fe, offered as a possible new
site for IMYM gatherings. Continuing Committee asked the Long Range
Planning Committee to prepare suggestions for two alternative sites for
consideration at IMYM 1992.” “ContInuing Committee agreed that at IMYM
1992 the Meeting for Worship for Seasoning will be devoted to 1) examining
the purpose of InterMountain Yearly Meeting, one subset of which is
affiliation with other Quaker organizations; and 2) where shall IMYM gather
in 1994, seen to Include Issues of site use as well as the appropriateness of
the Fort Lewis campus. A different site for IMYM 1993 Is probably out of
the question due to long range commitments from sites of appropriate size.”

Perhaps I was In error In proceeding from this to pass along to
Meetings what I considered the two specific recommendations of 1) a word
change in the IMYM Guide to Operations and 2) that we meet at Fort Lewis
College in 1993. I still feel at ease that this is what we recommended for
consideration as a means of focusing on the substantive Issues; there is no
implication that we need to accept these recommendations which are
offered merely as springboards Into our deliberations. Indeed, as I stated
last night, it would be very much In order for your committee to present a
quite different recommendation. To carry this one step further, I’d like to
ask whether you’d be willing to prepare a succinct statement of committee
recommendation (5 minutes at the most but including a statement of the
location and availability of copies of your report and urging Friends to
familiarize themselves with its contents) which I would Include in the
agenda of our very first Meeting for Business on Thursday morning. Based on
whatever you determine from your ongoing explorations, your

I



1720 LInden Avenue
Boulder, Colorado 80304
3/21/92

Dear Claire1

Thank you for your rapid attention to my request for information
regarding UFF officers and appointments. It Is helpful to know you are the
new Clerk. rd encourage you to keep me Informed of changes and to pass on
to the next Clerk of UFF the value of keeping the IMYM Clerk up to date on
such matters.

The Committee to Revise the Guidelines Is still on the books and has a
task to perform with regard to one of our business items for the next IMYM
gathering (of which all Monthly Meetings have been informed through their
Clerks); It would be helpful if your Fellowship could appoint representatives
and let me know their names, addresses, and telephone numbers so that I can
pass these on to the committee convenor. It would also be helpful to do the
same with a representative to the Committee to Choose a Speaker for the
1993 IMYM; after all, everyone expects a speaker to be chosen and it would
help to have Utah Friends involved in the processes of the committee (one
suggestion for a speaker has already come from a Utah Friend (Allen Stokes).

I wish you well with your challenges as Clerk of UFF.

In Friendly fellowship,

Martin Cobin, IMYM



1720 Linden Avenue
Boulder, Colorado 80304
March21, 1992

Ted Church
4 Arco, NW
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87120

Dear Ted,

Thanks for your mailing earlier this month. I’ve filed your Interest
Group proposal on QUNO and it will be in the schedule. I understand your
preferences regarding a group on the 5th World Conference. I’m leaving the
Initiative with you to find an appropriate leader; you can be the proposer.
I’m not accepting responsibility to line up leaders and participants for each
proposal that comes to me. If you wish to go ahead with this, either you
send the form back to me with everything filled out or send the form along
to someone who will agree to be the leader——in which case that person
should fill out and sign the form (as leader rather than proposer) and send it
back to me.

Your comments about relationships between IMYM and other
organizations are helpful and pertinent. This and the upcoming statement on
the need for a major focus on our children certainly fit within our projected
considerations for the IMYM business sessions. I’m In the process of
gathering information concerning the Guide Committee membership. The
convenor of this committee is Claude Weil, 3105 Galileo Lane, Boulder. CO
80301.

In case you haven’t been notified yet, I’ve recently learned that the
new Clerk of Utah Friends Fellowship Is Claire 0. Leonard, 161 E. 2nd Ave.,
•A, Salt Lake City, Utah 84103 (Tel. 8011364—3340). Her term of office is
Jan. 1992 to Jan. 1993.

Regards,

Martin Cobin

a



April 5, 1992

To: IMYM Representatives to FCNL (copies to Region Clerks, FCNL)
From: Martin Cobin, IMYM Clerk (1720 Linden Ave.. Boulder, CD 80304)
Subjects: Representation and IMYII Program

1. FCNL asked me to identify you folks, which it’s taken me a while to
do. Here Is my current understanding of who you are, which region of IMYM
made the initial recommendation, and when your current term expires; if you
see any error, please inform me immediately.

Alicya Malik (Arizona, ‘94) 4628 E. Glenn St., Tucson, AZ 65712
Tel. 602/364-7759

Lucy Logan (Arizona, ‘92) 2319 E. Victory, Tempe, AZ 85281
Tel. 602/ 966-6700

Katherine Welch (Colorado, ‘92) 1140 Portland Place, Apt. 302,
Boulder, CO 80304 Tel. 303/443-4585

Sue Worthman (Colorado, 94) 4102 Eaton, Mountain View, CO 80212
Tel. 303/421-2879

Susan Dahl (New Mexico e94) P0 Box 1684 Durango, CD 81301
Tel. 303/247-4550

Elizabeth Simon (New Mexico ‘94) Box 1125, Faywood, NM 88034
Tel. 505/536-7665

Anne Ryder (Utah ‘92) 3054 E. 3960 S., Salt Lake City, UT 84124
Tel. 801/278-5166

Claire Leonard——alternate——(Utah ‘94)161 E. 2nd Ave. ‘A, Salt Lake
City, UT 84103 Tel.801/364-3340

With regard to this listing, there is one major difficulty. While IMYM
encourages each Region to appoint one or preferably two representatives,
FCNL has authorized IMYM to have six representatives. Since only one of you
is listed as an alternate, this leaves us with one extra. Please address this
problem at your next regional meeting. The simplest solution would be to
have at least one more region designate one of its representatives as an
alternate. This should be solved as soon as possible and must be solved
prior to the November FCNL General Committee meeting. Please inform me
and the FCNL national office of the solution.

2. RegardIng your role as IMYM Representatives, I believe you have
two responsibilities to meet. I aassume that the rationale for having you
appointed by your regions is to facilitate your keeping Friends in your region
informed about FCNL activities and concerns (and keeping FCNL informed
about matters of concern to those who chose you to serve as their
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